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Dear Friends,
Hebrew classes. For more on this marvelous

process. Our long-standing Jewish Studies

development, please take a look at the

minor and our Jewish Studies major

story about Sayed in this newsletter.

(established last year) are thriving as are
our graduate certificates in Jewish Culture

We are also pleased to host another major

& Society and Holocaust, Genocide, and

international conference this academic

Memory Studies.

year. Organized by our Jewish historian
Eugene Avrutin, it will focus on the history

And as I say every year, everything we

of the blood libel, bringing together the

do is made possible by our friends and

latest research on this equally distress-

donors. The faculty we hire, the courses

ing and pertinent subject. “The Strange

we teach, the public lectures we organize,

World of Ritual Murder: Culture, Politics,

the workshops we convene – the entire

and Belief in Eastern Europe and Beyond”

presence of Jewish Studies at Illinois

will take place on campus from October

– it all comes from the support of our

12 to 14, 2014 – and you can read more

contributors. We want to thank all of our

about it in the following pages.

friends who continue to give with such
generosity. We simply couldn’t do our

The Program in Jewish Culture & Society

work without them.

at the University of Illinois is ready for an

Much excitement will be derived this year

extraordinary year of teaching, research,

from our series of endowed lectures. In

and intellectual fellowship!

an all-time record, we will feature five

If you are interested in becoming a friend

of them in the course of 2014/15 – the

of the Program, please don’t hesitate to

The come out with the big news right

Einhorn, Goldberg, Krouse, Marcus, and

get in touch with me at bunzl@illinois.

away: Sayed Kashua is joining us as a

Rosenthal Lectures. We are so grateful

edu. Even the smallest contribution

visiting professor for the entire school

to all of these families for enabling us to

makes a difference!

year! This appointment, made possible by

create intellectual excitement on campus

the Israel Studies Project, has been in the

– this year by bringing Sara Blair, Martin

works for a long time. And we are beyond

Kavka, Hillel Kieval, Nancy Miller, and

thrilled to have this singular figure on

Todd Presner to the University of Illinois!

Matti Bunzl

Israel’s cultural landscape as a member
of our faculty! Sayed will be teaching two

Most importantly, though, we continue

courses in creative writing (one on satire

to be a presence in the classroom. Every

Director, Program in Jewish Culture & Society

and one on writing for TV) and will serve

semester, we offer about 20 courses,

Professor, Department of Anthropology

as the instructor for our most advanced

teaching well over 1,000 students in the
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LAUREN GOODLAD ON MAD MEN AND BABYLON
What’s a nice Victorianist like me doing

In Eliot’s novel, an Englishman discovers

has said he “hope[s] people can tell” or

1958 novel, seeks the help of Madison

writing on a television show like Mad

his Jewish lineage. Trollope’s Lopez, an-

“know at some level,” that certain assimi-

Avenue. “Babylon” thus combines Psalm

Men? There are actually two reasons why

other “stranger in a strange land,” likens

lated characters are Jews. Jimmy Barrett

137’s meditations on exile with the Old

a scholar of 19th-century fiction might

himself to Moses. As Trollope writes, ““He

and his wife Bobbie (with whom Don has

Testament’s most powerful deliverance

look at AMC’s award-winning series along-

had no father or mother, no uncle, aunt,

an affair in season 2) are “transparently

story. As George Bornstein writes, “For

side classic novels such as George Eliot’s

brother or sister, no cousin even whom

Jewish,” while Dr. Faye Miller (Don’s lover

centuries the narrative of Moses leading

Daniel Deronda and Anthony Trollope’s

he could mention in a cursory way to his

throughout much of season 4) is someone

the enslaved children of Israel out of

The Prime Minister. The first has to do

dearest friend. … [T]he fact remained

whom Weiner “hopes people can tell”

bondage in Egypt into freedom in Canaan

with serial form. Like Mad Men and

that though a great many men and not a

is Jewish.

has represented liberation of the spirit

other quality shows, 19th-century novels

few women knew Lopez very well, none of

appeared in installments before being

them knew whence he had come, or what

Hopes people can tell. If so, why not give

published in volume form.

was his family.” Mad Men’s Don Draper is

Faye an unmistakably Jewish name, or

The second reason is that these particular

from things of this world.” Psalm 137 also
resonates across time and space. The
psalm has inspired musical arrangeLily Meyer and Yoram Ben Shulhai

another stranger with mysterious origins.

a father named Solly? And if Bobbie is

“He could be Batman,” says Harry Crane.

“transparently” Jewish why not have her

title of Robert Heinlin’s sci-fi classic,

officer, Don is the bastard son of a pros-

with Isaac Nathan to “Babylon,” a track

titute and a Midwestern farmer. Mad Men

on Don McLean’s 1970 American Pie

ments from Byron’s 1814 collaboration

novels are realist narratives in which Jews

When Roger Sterling prods Don about his

use Yiddish words, as does Don’s accoun-

Stranger in a Strange Land (1961). More

or probable Jews represent a condition

childhood, Don replies: “Think of me as

tant, or the Hebrew phrase “l’chaim” for

ambiguous characters such as Midge, the

thus makes sustaining Don’s unknowability

album and the arrangement used in

a toast, as does Roy, the young playwright

Barretts, Jane Sterling, and Faye, figure

the core of its storyline.

Mad Men.

who eventually comes between Don and

metropolitan Jewishness as the para-

of exile. Like mid-century New York,

Moses. I was a baby in a basket.”

nineteenth-century Britain was a modern
Babylon in which the awe of progress

Mad Men’s turn-of-the-millennium depic-

his beatnik mistress Midge? Why does

doxical state of both revealing and hiding

“Babylon,” an episode midway through

In the 1940s, such motifs were har-

grew alongside idolization of the new

tion of America’s postwar history portrays

Weiner confirm the Jewish identity of

one’s “true” identity. Yet, Mad Men goes

Season 1, is especially illustrative. The

nessed to a project of Jewish nationhood.

episode begins with Genesis as Don,

The use of “Exodus” to denote a con-

universe of commodities. But Babylon is

Jewishness as a paradigmatic minority

certain characters in interviews, while

further still by universalizing the condition

also the setting for Psalm 137, “By the

experience. “Have we ever hired any

Mad Men itself merely suggests that

of secret Jewry. The show makes Don

falling, flashes back to the birth of his

tinuum of Jewish experience was popular-

half-brother, Adam. “Babylon” then moves

ized through Leon Uris’s novel and Otto

waters of Babylon,” with its haunting

Jews?” asks Roger in the pilot. “Not on

these and many other characters might

a “virtual” Jew in whom the minority’s

experience of captivity and estrangement.

my watch,” Don replies. Such remarks

be Jewish?

stubborn particularity and the major-

to Exodus courtesy of a visit from the

Preminger’s film. Central to both was the

ity’s privileged status collide. If this is a

Israeli Ministry of Tourism who, encour-

construction of the “new Jew.” Scholars

The answer, I believe, is that these char-

demonstrably neoliberal phenomenon, it

aged by the popularity of Leon Uris’s

have noted the remarkable casting of the

Ordered to “Sing us one of the songs of

would not surprise Rachel Menken,

Zion,” the exiled Jews of the psalm ask,

the Jewish department store heiress of

“How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a

Season 1. But Mad Men also features

acters are secret Jews: the kind whose

is also a message that has been legible

strange land?”

many characters who appear to be Jewish.

ultimate referent, like Trollope’s Lopez,

in Exodus and Psalm 137 for centuries.

Indeed, showrunner Matthew Weiner

is ambiguous identity. Historically, “secret

Paul Newman as Ari Ben Canaan and George Maharis as Yoav

Jew” was one of the names given to

Don’s “virtual” Jewishness is the heart

Spanish or Portuguese Jews who, though

of Mad Men’s reinvention of a Victorian

forced to convert during the Inquisi-

motif: precarious identity amplified

tion, maintained stealthy allegiance to

through serial form. Crucial to that premise

Jewish faith. Mad Men’s updating of this

is the viewer’s awareness that Don is

narrative secularizes the motif of the

not, in actuality, a secret Jew. Rather,

secret Jew, shifting from conversion to

like a latter-day Jay Gatsby, Don took the

assimilation. Season 4 introduces Michael

opportunity offered by the fog of war to

Ginsberg, an explicit Jew who, in describing

recreate himself. An enlisted soldier who

himself as “from Mars” references the

steals the identity of his dead commanding

Joan looks at a caged bird
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As a virtual minority in a multi-plot web,

As a trio of musicians begins literally to

Don’s narrative intersects with the story-

sing the Lord’s song, the camera closes

fair, blue-eyed Paul Newman (of Jewish

Don’s awkward first exchange with Rachel

feels like to be out of place,” she tells him,

lines of four female characters. Whereas

in on Don’s expression. The scene then

descent on his father’s side) in the role of

anticipates his tension with the Israelis.

“And there is something about you that tells

classic realist fiction uses techniques

fades to a wistful Rachel, arranging

Ari Ben Canaan alongside actors like the

When Pete suggests that “there are a

me you know it too.”

such as free indirect narration to enmesh

men’s ties; and then to Betty playing

Italian-American Sal Mineo and the Greek-

dozen agencies better suited to [her]

secret Jews in the lives of others, Mad

dress-up with Sally, teaching her how

American George Maharis. In portraying an

needs,” Rachel retorts that if she wanted

In Exodus, Kitty (played by Eva Marie

Men uses televisual forms like montage.

to apply lipstick. The latter image not

active Jewish manhood, these Hollywood

an ad man “from the same village as

Saint) tells Ari that there “are no differ-

“Babylon”’s closing montage glimpses

only figures Betty’s own dress-up – the

stars helped to overturn anti-Semitic

[her] father,” she would not be meeting

ences” between Jews and Christians,

Joan’s affair with Roger who has bought

dependent marriage that infantilizes her

caricature and the status of victimhood.

with Sterling Cooper. Though Rachel does

cementing the love affair between Israel

her a caged bird – an age-old symbol of

– but also evokes Peggy’s earlier moment

not hide her Jewish identity, she will not

and America. But in “Babylon,” when Don

female captivity. The episode highlights

during the Belle Jolie focus group. When

Exodus thus depicts a post-diasporic and

be defined by it either. When Don asks

asks Rachel to explain “the difference,”

a new dimension of Betty’s dependence.

the camera fades back to Don he is im-

post-Holocaust Jewry redeemed through

her the same question he puts to Lily and

she points to the condition of exiles sing-

“It’s all in a kind of fog because…I want

mersed in mournful reflection.

nationhood. By contrast, Mad Men – to

Yoram, “So, what kind of people do you

ing for their captors. “Look,” she says,

you so badly,” she tells Don, intensifying

borrow from a Paul Simon song used

want?,” she replies, “I want your kind of

“Jews have lived in exile for a long time.

the secret of his infidelity. Finally, with

The white, middle-class patriarchy of Mad

forthcoming The Victorian Geopolitical Aesthetic:

in Season 4 – portrays a “long road to

people Mr. Draper,” identifying Don (just

First in Babylon. Then all over the world…

the introduction of Belle Jolie’s lipstick

Men divides wives from husbands, and

Realism, Sovereignty, and Transnational

Canaan” with no end in sight. Whereas

as the Israelis do) as the American ideal.

and we’ve managed to make a go of it.

account, “Babylon” features Peggy Olson’s

deforms the ambitions of working women.

Experience, the above essay is excerpted from

It might have something to do with the

chance remark about a “basket of kisses,”

But at a figurative level, Don’s virtuality

Exodus proffers a rooted Jewish identity,

Lauren M. E. Goodlad is professor of English,
Director of the Unit for Criticism & Interpretive
Theory, and Provost Fellow for Undergraduate
Education. A Victorianist and the author of the

her chapter in Mad Men, Mad World: Sex, Politics,
Style, and the 1960s (2013), co-edited with

Mad Men makes diaspora an archetypal

When Don reconnects with Rachel to

fact that we thrive at doing business with

revealing to her male superiors that Don’s

opens him to a range of alienated identi-

condition and makes New York City the

seek her advice on Israel, she says, “I’m

people who hate us.” Rachel thus antici-

young secretary is a creative force.

fications whose common thread is exile,

new Modern Babylon. This revision is

really not very Jewish... A country for

pates “Babylon” as a global condition and

announced by the hyper-Judaized form

‘those people,’ as you call us, seems

the exilic Jew as its paradigmatic subject.

of the visiting Israelis, Lily Meyer and

very important… I’ll visit but I don’t need

Like, “utopia,” a place that etymologically

Yoram Ben Shulhai. Lily’s heavy accent

to live there. It just has to be.” Both

combines “good place” and “no place,”

and dowdy dress mark her as an “old

identified and non-identified with Israel,

her coupling with Don, she knows, has

Jew” and probable Holocaust survivor.

Rachel professes to balance Jewish

“no future.” “Babylon” concludes with

Her younger male colleague, Yoram is a

and American identities. Neither wholly

Don’s visit to Midge, his Greenwich Vil-

BRETT KAPLAN REFLECTs ON “WOODY ALLEN”
PALIMPSEST, PUBLIC PERSONA, FILMMAKER, CREEP

swarthy sabra, not a Hollywood type.

assimilated like a secret Jew, nor affixed

lage mistress, and a live performance

Jewishness. Anxiety. Anxieties around

the course and I was surprised at how

to compare two of his Dostoyevsky-influ-

As Roger explains, the task at hand is

to Israel, she is the only character to

of Psalm 137: “By the rivers of Babylon,

Jewish masculinities. New York vs. L.A.

many of them were serious Woody Allen

enced works, Crimes and Misdemeanors

to portray Israel as “a land of exotic

exemplify diaspora as a kind of rooted

there we sat down, yeah, we wept, when

The creepiness of old geezers with young

fans. Some of them had seen Manhattan

(1989) and Match Point (2005), we all

luxury.” Haifa, he says, is the “Rome of

cosmopolitanism. As such, Rachel sees

we remembered Zion.”

broads. Critiques of pompous intellectuals.

(1979) ten times, many of them had seen

agreed to keep the syllabus as designed.

the Middle East” and Tel Aviv “is about to

beneath Don’s façade: “I know what it

Mockery. Comedy vs. tragedy. Music. Freud.

Annie Hall (1977) more than once, and

Over the course of re-viewing Allen’s enor-

almost all of them had seen Midnight in

mous output it was fascinating to chart

These were some of the themes that kept

Paris (2011) – this film, by the way, com-

the transformation of his cinema from

recurring in a new class I taught in the fall

pletely polarized the students with about

the highly slapstick faux-sci-fi Sleeper

capitalism’s history when success in the

of 2013, entitled simply, “Woody Allen.”

half loving and half hating it. I showed

(1973) to the very dramatic Blue Jasmine

global market meant seducing America’s

The impetus for initiating the course

them the syllabus and we pondered how

(2013). I was hugely impressed with the

consumers. Brandishing Exodus in the

came through a project I am working

difficult it was to choose the films that I

students’ final papers – by the end of the

“Babylon” episode, Lily insists, “America

on around Jewish anxiety in the work of

settled on – everyone had an argument

semester they fluidly took on form as well

has a love affair with Israel and we’d like

Philip Roth. So turning from a long study

as to why we might view some of the films

as content, carefully considering mise-

to bring the two parties together.” The

of Roth to a semester long re-evaluation

I could not include. Because I was aiming

en-scène, sound design, lighting, cinema-

scene closes with Don asking the Israelis

of Allen allowed me to think through many

for chronological scope rather than

tography, post-production editing, and so

to describe their “ideal tourist. What’s

aspects raised by both author/auteur(s).

extensive genre coverage (e.g. I skipped

on, as well as addressing gender from

their yearly salary?” Lily replies: “What-

On the first day of class I asked the close

Allen’s seriously Bergman-esque films)

nuanced angles and performing sensitive

ever you make.”

to 30 undergraduates why they were taking

and only broke chronology once, in order

readings of the films.

captivity, and the necessity of singing.

have a Hilton.” Like the Hilton storyline in
Season 3, the Israeli plan to partner with
Olympic Cruise Lines indexes an epoch in

Don, fading in, listens to “Babylon” as Sally
and Betty, playing dress-up, fade out

Lilya Kaganovsky and Robert A. Rushing.
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her childhood. Dylan also charged Allen

different case than a child, but I wonder

with further damaging her by denying

how the Jewish-masculinities-in-crises

the generation of my parents, definitely

Adam Carl (who had made the claim that

at once registers the majesty of New

the molestation and claiming that Mia

that Allen so manifestly displays play into

seemed like “one of us.” My entire world

the film is based on Roth back in 1997),

York, the insecurity of the writer, and the

Farrow had encouraged Dylan to make

all of these scandals? (Allen certainly

was lefty-Jewish-therapy driven Upper West

and others are right that this film was

nostalgia for Gershwin’s era’s glamour.

false accusations as a form of retaliation

received both admiration for Manhattan and

Side. So to me, Annie Hall in particular

inspired by Roth seems plausible.

Match Point raises serious moral ques-

against Allen’s decision to pursue the

the legitimate gripes of some “grossed

captures that world with a keen mix of

relationship with Soon-Yi. On 7 February

out” journalists). Would the picture look

nostalgia, irreverence, and of course,

Over the course of the semester I found

lens and invites our sympathy with Chris

2014 Allen responded in a forceful letter

different if Allen inhabited a Superman-

centrally, humor. The closing scene in

myself with some competing emotions

(played by Jonathan Rhys Meyers—this

also published in the Times that denied

esque masculinity (and the original comic

Annie Hall, wherein Alvy and Annie share

regarding Allen’s oeuvre. On the one

film does not star Allen), a dishonest,

all wrongdoing on his part and countered

book Superman of course is a creation

a table and discuss old times long after

hand, I was a little tired of the contours

money-grubbing murderer. So, while the

by accusing Mia Farrow of sexual infidelity

of young Jewish men)? Would that not

they have broken up takes place at a

of the films by December and felt a bit

actions of Allen as a person—as opposed

and deception because she claimed

make him more visibly into a perpetrator

restaurant just outside Lincoln Center—or

sea-sick every time a new screening hap-

to as the recorder of the zeitgeist of my

that her biological son Ronan (formerly

in the eyes of the journalists and their

to me the southern tip of my turf (which

pened (and we saw one film per week);

time and place—are obviously despicable,

Satchel, thought to be Allen’s son) was

readers? Or would the opposite be true?

extended north to Columbia). The fabu-

there was the black screen, that Windsor

many of the films are rich, complex on

really fathered by Frank Sinatra. Allen

Is Allen in fact creepier precisely because

lous and get-you-in-stitches scenes where

Bold font, the Tommy Dorsey/Artie Shaw/

both plot and cinematographic levels,

While we were mostly focusing on the

further insinuated Mia Farrow’s dishonesty

his masculinity is always in question? In

Alvy recalls growing up under the roller

Glen Miller jazz playing, and you just

and rewarding.

texts themselves, we of course needed

through her alleged refusal to submit

defending himself against being a child

coaster in Coney Island were familiar not

knew a neurotic Jewish character was

to address the vast scandal that took

to a lie detector test during a previous

molester Allen noted in the Times that

from my family but from the extended

going to be introduced within seconds.

I think it safe to say that by end of the

up an enormous amount of ink when, in

investigation by Yale-New Haven hospital

he is severely claustrophobic and that

families of many of my friends. So, when

But on the other, quite large hand, I

semester the students and I had not

1992, amid the filming of Husbands and

into Allen’s conduct in regard to Dylan;

therefore he could not have committed

the Soon-Yi scandal broke in 1992 it did

developed an enormous respect for Allen

reached one singular, unifying conclusion

Wives (starring Allen and Mia Farrow and

he claims he passed the lie detector test

the crime in the location Dylan Farrow

not seem like a distant celebrity under

as a filmmaker (not, of course, as a person).

about Allen’s films—the best “summary” we

describing the attraction of the former’s

with flying colors. On the same day that

used to open her chilling account: the attic

scrutiny but rather someone whose work

Sleeper explicitly raises questions about

could probably come up with would be that

character to a twenty-something student

Allen’s letter was published, Vanity Fair’s

of Mia Farrow’s Connecticut residence.

had been very active while I was coming

thought control and features several

they are about anxiety, Jewish masculinity,

of his), Farrow disclosed that she had

Maureen Orth weighed in with a bullet-

In other words he expressly called on his

into consciousness—I saw pretty much

references to fascism and Aryan mas-

highly problematic gendered fantasies,

found nude Polaroids taken by Allen of

point style article that firmly supported

anxious Jewish masculinity to attempt

every Allen film as they came out—and

culinities expressly opposed to Jewish

faux-intellectuals, and great, great jazz.

her adopted daughter Soon-Yi Previn. In

Dylan Farrow. Orth’s account claimed that

to defuse the charge. Is all this hyper-

one rainy day I even saw Allen and Soon-Yi

masculinities. At one point Allen’s character

1997 Allen (then 62) married Soon-Yi

Mia Farrow was never asked to take a lie

wimpiness and manifest anxiety a mask

(this must have been around 1994ish)

describes Eno, the revolutionary who has

Previn (then 24). Many students were

detector test, and cast suspicion on the

to cover abuse?

crossing the street and trying not to be

become involved with Diane Keaton’s

“grossed out” by the relationship between

provenance of the test Allen took.

recognized under their umbrella.

character as a “Prussian, Nordic, Aryan,

Woody Allen

Allen and Soon-Yi – because of the age

In our class, we talked about how,

tions through a Dostoyevsky inflected

Nazi type.” In Annie Hall Allen experi-

difference but more expressly because

There is a huge and often very painful

whereas an earlier generation of literary

I was exploring Jewish anxiety in the

mented with many cinematic effects

she was the daughter of his partner. One

discourse about child sexual abuse—

critics forbade the importation of the

context of Roth and thus wanted to view

that brilliantly conveyed the disjunction

of my students (who was probably around

rampant globally and not disclosed,

biographical into readings of the text,

Allen’s films systematically in order to try

between the two main characters. At one

19) disagreed with the general gross out

discussed, treated, or prosecuted nearly

the current trends allow for more use of

to glean the cinematic version of what

point subtitles offer what the characters

and declared that she would marry Leon-

enough anywhere. Coupled with child

the biographical in order to unpack the

this literary trope performs. As it turns

really think while their dialogue conveys

ard Cohen (b. 1934) if only she could!

sexual slavery these extreme abuses

literary or cinematic work. In Allen’s case,

out, there is a funny Roth connection

something completely different; when

About two months after the end of our

mean that millions of children are forced

given that he is the star of many of his

here because Mia Farrow seems to be

Alvy or Annie remember other lovers they

class, a new dimension to the fallout after

into deeply demoralizing, traumatic

films and that the characters he plays are

good friends (girlfriend?) with Roth and

appear and their present selves look

the Soon-Yi scandal erupted in the press

situations daily. In the context of Woody

almost all versions of him, it seems par-

is featured in the new PBS film about the

on as their past selves play out; while

and would likely have changed the minds of

Allen and his texts, there is thus a very

ticularly difficult to make a strict division

writer. David Edelstein notes: “Farrow

both are undergoing therapy Allen had a

and a member of the Executive Committee of

those few students who were not disgusted

odd juxtaposition of mostly funny films

between author and text. More impor-

unsuccessfully prosecuted Allen for

double set built so that as their respective

the Program in Jewish Culture & Society. She

by Allen marrying Farrow’s daughter.

about New Yorkers and some of the worst

tantly, unpacking at least some of what

sexually abusing a girl they had adopted

therapists ask about their sex lives they

is the author of Unwanted Beauty: Aesthetic

crimes imaginable. Can we see “tame”

is happening with gender in Allen’s films

together and penned a scathing account

respond in quick succession but with

Pleasure in Holocaust Representation (2007),

On 1 February 2014, The New York

versions of inappropriate behavior in

can perhaps shed light on the biographical

of his perfidy in What Falls Away—written

polar opposite views. Manhattan, filmed

Times published an op-ed piece by Dylan

Allen’s films? Manhattan features Allen

in ways un-flattering to the filmmaker.

while seeing Philip Roth, another illustri-

in black and white, opens with street

Farrow (Allen and Mia Farrow’s adopted

(b. 1935) and Mariel Hemingway (b.

ous Jew with a notorious sex life. Allen

scenes of New York, Gershwin’s fabulous

daughter) accusing Allen of having

1961) in a romantic liaison; granted, an

As you might imagine, growing up as I did

responded with a movie, Deconstructing

“Rhapsody in Blue,” and the voice over

habitually sexually abused her during

eighteen year old actress is a completely

in New York in the 1970s, Allen, who is of

Harry, about a Roth-like novelist whom the

of the main character, Isaac, as he writes

world decries as a shit.” That Edelstein,

and re-writes a story; the combined effect

Brett Ashley Kaplan received her Ph.D. from
the Rhetoric Department at the University of
California, Berkeley. She is a Professor in the
Program in Comparative and World Literature

Landscapes of Holocaust Postmemory (2011),
and the forthcoming Jewish Anxiety and the
Novels of Philip Roth.
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HARRIET MURAV ON
TRANSLATING DAVID BERGELSON
David Bergelson was born in a shtetl in

Jews who had assimilated and stopped

and non-Jews smuggle people, goods,

not even sure who its author is, it is none-

It is hard to find the balance between

For a number of years I have been

Ukraine in 1884 and emerged as a major

speaking Yiddish would be reduced to

and anti-Bolshevik literature across the

theless an extraordinarily helpful aide in

sounding archaic or anachronistic. A young

thinking about ways to insert Bergelson

literary figure in the years preceding

“impotent stammering.” The place that best

border. A former monastery serves as

the translation project. Russian is closer

tough in the 1920s wouldn’t say “a pox

into the broader academic environment.

World War I. He was keenly attuned to the

supported the development of Yiddish was

the jail, interrogation center, and place

to Yiddish than English is, and since this

on him,” yet the alternatives that come

Conference papers, articles, and books

new ideas and trends of his own time –

the Soviet Union, according to Bergelson.

of execution, presided over by Filipov, the

translation was authorized by Bergelson,

to mind, for example, “screw him”—also

are one way. Translation is another. The

the developments in literature, the visual

Having left Moscow in 1921 for Berlin, he

so-called “ambassador of history.” Among

we can assume that choices made in it

seems wrong. Bergelson’s Jewish and

late Joseph Sherman produced wonder-

arts, music, cinema, and theater that

left Berlin in 1933, when Hitler came to

the inmates is Yuzi Spivak, arrested for

reflect the original author’s wishes, and

non-Jewish characters also use Russian

ful translations of two other novels by

have come to be known as modernism. In

power, and returned to what had become

his anti-Bolshevik activities on behalf of

thus can serve as a guide for us.

phrases and terms pertaining to the new

Bergelson, and while I can hardly follow

1918 Bergelson was one of the founders

the USSR in 1934.

the local Socialist Revolutionaries. By

Bolshevik order, including various terms

in his footsteps, his work remains an

of the Kiev Kultur-Lige, an association

the end of the work, Spivak goes over to

The title alone is difficult to translate. It

pertaining to the emerging bureaucracy

inspiration. Translating Mides-hadin into

that promoted Yiddish modernist culture

the Bolshevik side, and Filipov heroically

literally means “the quality of judgment,”

of the time. One of the characters quotes

English will expand its readership for

in multiple media. It was in Kiev that

sacrifices himself. Bergelson describes

and is part of a pair of divine attributes

from a well-known Pushkin poem in

students, teachers, and scholars of Yiddish

Bergelson was first exposed to Cubo-

the new Bolshevik order as a regime of

in Judaism; the other term of the pair is

Russian, which appears in Yiddish trans-

literature, and I hope, the general public.

Futurist art, because of his contact with

strict justice: “there the first fires blazed

mides ha-rakhamim, or, as Shakespeare

literation in the text. The translation has

Translation is also tremendously satisfying

the painters Alexandra Exter and Ryback.

up high against the horizon ... they are

would have it, “the quality of mercy.” Read-

to somehow register the use of multiple

work, quite different from scholarly writing,

The circle of Yiddish-speaking intelligentsia

the cold fires of strict justice...fires of a

ers of this Yiddish work in Bergelson’s time

languages and registers without sending

and working with a partner and a mentor

to which Bergelson belonged did not

strange new harsher world.”

would have understood the allusion to the

readers to numerous and or lengthy

makes it even more enjoyable.

missing term of the pair, and the implicit

footnotes.

confine itself to the purely Jewish world
of the shtetl. Bergelson saw no contradic-

This text has never before been trans-

challenge to Bolshevik revolutionary justice

tion between modernist art and Yiddish.

lated into English. I am fortunate to be

that its absence suggests. The Jewish

Although the novel is set far from the

His Yiddish was markedly different from

working on this project together with my

and mystical register of the novel makes it

urban center where Bergelson wrote it,

the folksy verbosity favored by Sholem

colleague and friend Sasha Senderovich,

especially rich and especially challenging

his experience of Berlin, and the artistic

who is Assistant Professor of Russian

for translators.

and social liberation and experimentation

Aleichem, and seemed unnatural to some
of his readers. Yet Bergelson did not

David Bergelson

that were part of Berlin life – find their

Studies and Jewish Studies at the University of Colorado Boulder. We were jointly

In the original, as we would expect,

expression in Mides-hadin. Bergelson

from a traditional Jewish milieu at the

These three dimensions of Bergelson

awarded a fellowship from the National

Yiddish can be markedly Jewish, that

had never shied away from the themes of

beginning of the 20th century to confront

– Yiddish, modernism, and to a lesser

Yiddish Book Center to translate Mides-

is, referring to specific features of the

sexuality, betrayal, and violence; here they

secular modernity, Bergelson had at

extent, Marxism – confront anyone who

hadin. We have a superlative translation

Jewish life-world, or, it can be neutral. Of

emerge with particular force. Bergelson’s

his disposal a vast reservoir of images,

attempts to translate Bergelson, espe-

mentor in Susan Bernofsky, who was

course, what seems to be markedly Jewish

stylistic devices in this novel rely on the

stories, and interpretations drawn from

cially after 1926, when he had made his

awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for

can also be ironic. References to the

crowd and other urban phenomena,

Jewish liturgy, the Hebrew Bible, and

commitment to the Soviet Union clear.

translation for academic year 2014-2015.

specifically Jewish life world can present

including the interaction between the

Society. She is the author of Holy Foolishness:

classical rabbinic literature – the past

Around this time Bergelson was working

I am also fortunate in having been awarded

particular difficulties. For example when

human body and the machine. For the

Dostoevsky’s Novels & the Poetics of Cultural

preserved in textual form. Fragments and

on one of his boldest literary experiments,

a Scholar’s Travel Fund award, which I

a non-Jewish character dances “as if pos-

translator, Bergelson’s modernist use of

Critique (1992), Russia’s Legal Fictions (1998),

images from these texts find their way

Mides-hadin (Strict Justice). The novel

used in May of 2014 to journey to the

sessed,” should she be simply possessed

personification and his generally

Identity Theft: The Jew in Imperial Russia and

into Bergelson’s modernist prose.

unflinchingly confronts the death of

Russian State Literary Archive in Moscow.

or should she be possessed by a dybbuk,

elliptical style create particular difficulties.

the shtetl and the birth of a “new,

There I stumbled on something that many

the term Bergelson uses in the original

The translator must find a way to render

He was fully committed to Yiddish as a

harsher world” created by the Russian

people had told me didn’t exist: a Russian

Yiddish? This problem is pervasive in

Bergelson’s strange and difficult style

spoken and a literary language. In one

Revolution of 1917. The work traces the

language translation of the text, titled

Bergelson’s novel given its numerous

in English without ending up with

of his famous essays about the future

establishment of Bolshevik power in a

Vozmezdie (Revenge). This translation

non-Jewish protagonists who, in the origi-

English that is merely strange, but not

of Yiddish, Bergelson predicted that

border town, where recalcitrant Jews

was never published, and although I am

nal text, converse and curse in Yiddish.

artistically compelling.

entirely abandon the past. Emerging

Translating curses is a separate story.

Harriet Murav is Professor of Comparative
Literature and Slavic Languages and Literatures
at Illinois and a member of the Executive
Committee of the Program in Jewish Culture &

the Case of Avraam Uri Kovner (2003), and
Music from a Speeding Train: Jewish Literature
in Post-Revolution Russia (2011).
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JORDAN FINKIN ON LEYB NAYDUS
YIDDISH LITERATURE’S DIASPORA INTERNATIONALIST
In June 1943, several months prior to

The challenge, and in some sense the

The book of readings of Naydus’s work

ismo” movement in Spanish letters. (In

the liquidation of the Vilne Ghetto and

relief, of a scholar approaching Naydus

I am in the middle of writing is part of a

light of Darío’s continued fame in Span-

his own subsequent death in a camp in

today is that there is simply a dearth of

larger project on the notion of “high art”

ish, Naydus’s obscurity among Jews today

Estonia, the critic and ethnographer Naf-

critical materials on him, another aspect

in Jewish literature (a project I’m calling

is something my study will hopefully go

toli Vaynig (1897-1943) completed a long

that drew me to him. The very small

The Marble Home: The Creation of Jewish

some way to rectifying.)

book-length essay on the Yiddish poet

number of articles and essays tend to

High Art). In brief, with the dissolution of

Leyb Naydus (1890-1918) in honor of the

fall into one or another of two camps.

traditional Jewish communal structures

One of the key debates surrounding the

25th anniversary of his death. Vaynig was

The more or less favorable ones focus

in the eighteenth century and the stormy

production of modern Jewish literatures

an active cultural and intellectual figure,

on the vibrancy of his aestheticist and

entry of Jews into European modernity

throughout the late nineteenth and early

and was no less so in the Ghetto, organizing

cosmopolitan works while dismissing the

in the nineteenth, Jewish intellectuals

twentieth centuries centered on whether

various cultural events and lectures as

poetry on Jewish and national themes

and writers sought to participate in every

the artist had a duty to express essential

well as continuing his own work and

as sentimental and weak. On the other

field of European society. For writers

Jewish spiritual values or whether the

collecting folklore.

hand, those who are disinclined to favor

in particular European belles lettres

artist ought to be free to pursue his or

Naydus find his world-literary pieces de-

provided the modes and models for a

her art no matter its content. Naydus, like

In all that furious activity to collect and

rivative and pat while only in those works

Hebrew and Yiddish literature that lacked

Darío, found the exoticism of individual-

Leyb Naydus

preserve likely the last living testaments

that explore Jewish motifs do they see

any comparable secular literary tradition,

ized aesthetic experience irresistible. And

of that culture, one may well ask: Why

influence, nevertheless Naydus is now

what would have been seeds for mature

highbrow or lowbrow. When Jewish writ-

Naydus actively sought ways of situating

Naydus? Why this aestheticist decadent,

largely forgotten. If Vaynig is right, and I

development. That is, each camp likes

ers desired to write stories, poems, or

his understanding of high art in a distinct

this self-proclaimed dandy, the son of a

am inclined to think he is, that Naydus

what the other doesn’t, and vice versa.

novels they looked first to the tradition of

Jewish conception of the world. Vaynig

wealthy family, a productive and talented

was one of the preeminent innovators in

This protean Naydus entices the modern

wordsmith who died at the age of twenty-

the renaissance of Yiddish poetry, then

critic to figure out a way of understanding

also for legitimacy. It was not the bawdy

“Judeomorphic.” Naydus, however, was a

eight, having seldom ventured far from a

what have we missed?

his achievements without simply making

folksong that purchased the imprimatur

resolute cosmopolitan – as I style him, a

him whatever you want him to be.

of European culture, but the sonorous

diaspora internationalist – and one who,

sonnet. This larger project looks to dem-

as it were, “put a menorah on it.”

few locales in his native Lithuania, and who

“high” literature not only for models but

described this style of poetic creation as

left behind a varied assortment of poems

Leyb Naydus was a restless wanderer.

and translations, many unpublished? And

Not in life, but in art. His works ranged

The task I set myself is to find a way of

onstrate how what was understood as

why would Vaynig make a monograph

from poems about his Lithuanian home,

reading Naydus that accounts for some

art in these debates was actually “high

But Naydus did not understand his own

about this enigmatic poet – for which he

its landscapes and lifeways, to ancient

of that critical disparity while isolating

art” and places the conception of art in

creativity as achieving something ex

was awarded a prize by the Ghetto’s Jewish

Greece and exotic realms. He wrote

his remarkable—and neglected—contribu-

a fresh light by focusing on the unique

nihilo. His metaphors insist on the innate,

Council – the capstone to his own legacy,

traditional Yiddish quatrains but also in-

tion to Yiddish as a world literature, as a

voices of its Jewish exponents.

natural, and organic; he was not creating

using an epigraph from Horace: Non omnis

troduced into Yiddish poetry verse forms

part of not apart from. Naydus criticism,

moriar – I will not die completely?

it had seldom if ever seen: sonnets, terzi-

in essentializing one or another idea

Naydus was just such a unique voice, and

them. Whatever we may describe as

nas, ghazals, triolets, etc. He translated

or theme—his cosmopolitanism or his

one underappreciated in the transition to

Naydus’s innovation or introduction in Yid-

from world literature, including Pushkin’s

nationalism—misses the essential hybrid-

Yiddish’s modernist high water mark. One

dish – whether images of Hellenic myth,

These were the tantalizing questions

Azoy vi templen gotishe		
In rash fun gasn shtotishe, —		
Shtralt likhtik mayn ekzotishe,		
Mayn vunderlekhe velt;
Vayt, vayt fun hayzer gasike,		
Bay gertner ananasike		
In shleser vays-terasike—		
Dort boy ikh mayn getselt.

Just like Gothic temples
In the din of urban streets, —
Brightly shines my exotic,
My fantastic world;
Far, far from street-bound houses,
Near pineapply gardens
In white-terraced palaces—
There I’ll pitch my tent.
These lines give a tiny flavor of what was
perhaps Naydus’s single greatest poetic
achievement, the liberation of Yiddish
rhyme. In light of that achievement –
pitching the tents of Shem in the exotic
palaces of Japheth – we can appreciate
his self-congratulatory assessment: “I am
the only one who has found / the beautiful sound in our mother tongue.”

jewels, rather he was merely uncovering

that drew me nearer to Naydus, with

Eugene Onegin and Baudelaire’s Fleurs

ity at work in Naydus’s poetry, a hybridity

of Naydus’s critics, in an essay published

European cultural terminology, Romantic

whose poetry I was acquainted in my

du Mal. He pioneered the cosmopolitan

that is a creative, energetic forward

in Argentina in 1951, tries to conjure in

eroticism, or the sonnet as the pinnacle

work on Yiddish verse, but not in any

with titles like “Pan’s Flute,” “Fata

force in Yiddish letters. That he inscribed

the minds of his Latin American Jewish

of poetic cultivation – he saw as inher-

thoroughgoing or systematic way. He

Morgana,” “Con Sordino,” and cherished

his sympathies for the Zionist Socialist

audience the importance of Naydus’s

ently part of Yiddish cultural patrimony.

Program in Jewish Culture & Society at the

was active as a poet for a mere eleven

the intimacies of “My Folk,” “Lithuanian

Workers’ Party in some of his poems, for

contribution to Yiddish literature by

And by making use of that patrimony, Yid-

University of Illinois. He is the author of A Rhe-

years (1907-1918), and much of his work

Landscapes,” and “Mother Earth.” In

example, need not be at odds with his

making the analogy to Rubén Darío, the

dish would come into its own, enriched

torical Conversation: Jewish Discourse in Modern

with new artistic possibilities.

Yiddish Literature (2010) and the co-editor of

suffered from critical inattention because

his brief literary caree his output was

self-image as a latter-day poetic Argonaut.

great Nicaraguan poet, decadent and

it was published during wartime. Though

startlingly diverse and creative, and one

In fact, they were part of the same mode

symbolist, and founder of the “modern-

mentioned from time to time in the work

is struck by how often the word “virtuoso”

of self-exploration.

of “major” Yiddish writers as a significant

is applied to him.

Jordan Finkin is a visiting scholar in the

A Captive of the Dawn: The Life and Work of
Peretz Markish (2011) and Translating Sholem
Aleichem: History, Politics, and Art (2012).
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BRUCE ROSENSTOCK DISCUSSES HIS NEW
RESEARCH PROJECT ON OSKAR GOLDBERG
The “Talk of the Town” section in the

ments of Goldberg were more positive.

of the twentieth century to be a response

New Yorker of July 17, 1943 included a

Thomas Mann relied upon Goldberg’s

to the threat posed by technology and

piece titled “Ghost Photographer” about a

1925 magnum opus, Die Wirklichkeit der

industrialization to the freedom of life

certain Dr. Oskar Goldberg. “He’s a German

Hebräer (The Reality of the Hebrews),

to take new and unplanned forms. The

Oskar Goldberg

scientist of undoubted repute,” the

for his Joseph novels. Franz Rosenzweig,

rise of vitalism, he argues, reveals “life’s

reporter explains. “Two years ago, when

then engaged with Martin Buber on a

permanent distrust of the mechanization

he arrived in this country as an émigré,

new translation of the Hebrew Bible into

of life.” For Canguilhem, vitalism cannot

he was sponsored by Thomas Mann,

German, praised Goldberg’s book for its

be reduced to Nazi racism. In fact, he

Albert Einstein, and other Germans of

philological insights into the workings

claims, Nazism appropriates vitalism only

equal standing.” Goldberg had published

of the Hebrew root system. In her 1939

in order to control its true emancipatory

a request in a local paper for information

memoir, Margarete Susman, one of

power. Nazism uses vitalism to reproduce

about haunted houses in the area. He

proof of life after death and, moreover,

the most notable Jewish thinkers of

was planning to undertake a scientific

trying to redeem the unhappy dead.

the Weimar period, ranked Goldberg’s

expedition to assemble photographic

the largest machine of all, the machine

Gershom Scholem

of the state. Oskar Goldberg, I will argue,

book alongside Heidegger’s Sein und

Romanticism and the “twilight of the

upon racial purity. My projected book,

represents a fascinating case of a Jewish

Oskar Goldberg (1885-1952), as the

Zeit (Being and Time) as the “two great

gods” mythology of death-embracing

Transfinite Life: Oskar Goldberg and the

appropriation of vitalism. Goldberg com-

a picture of a ghost could be obtained

New Yorker notice attests, was never shy

metaphysical expositions of the world

heroism. To round out his cast of characters,

Vitalist Imagination, situates Oskar

pletely rejects the idea that the individual’s

with a camera using film sensitive to

of publicity. In Weimar Berlin, Goldberg

and human existence published in the

Mann offers a Jewish proto-fascist by the

Goldberg within the framework of what

life must serve the “life” of the state.

ultra-violent and infra-red rays.” Goldberg

managed to achieve a reputation among

German language in the interwar period.”

name of Dr. Chaim Breisacher. Breisacher

the historian of science George Canguilhem

Goldberg was not interested in the health

told the reporter that he had learned how

evidence of ghosts. “It’s his notion that

many young Jewish intellectuals as a bril-

In 1954, Jacob Taubes published an

believes that only a return to myth and

called “a biological crisis within the

of the Volk but in the emancipation of all

to actually see ghosts with the naked eye

liant kabbalist with a supernormal ability

essay about Goldberg for the Partisan

cult can redeem humanity from its

human species.” Canguilhem is referring

of human life from suffering and death.

during his training under a yogi in India.

to penetrate the secrets of the Hebrew

Review, “From Cult to Culture,” that

enslavement to the sterility of technological

to the new technologies of mass death

It was not only through hunting ghosts

In addition to his quest for scientific proof

Bible. Gershom Scholem, deeply suspicious

offered a somewhat ambivalent assess-

rationality. As Taubes points out, Breisa-

and the totalitarian politics of the German

that he hoped to achieve his purpose,

of ghosts, Goldberg explained what his

and perhaps slightly jealous of Goldberg’s

ment of his work. Taubes took the title of

cher is based upon the figure of Oskar

radical right that in the years leading

but also by reawakening the dormant

deeper motive was. “The only reason for

charisma, said at the time “I am inclined

his essay from Doktor Faustus, Thomas

Goldberg. Taubes knew Goldberg when

up to the Second World War threatened

biological power within humans that had

psychic research,” he said, “is to release

to regard him as a representative of the

Mann’s masterwork about the sources of

Taubes’s father, Zurich’s Chief Rabbi,

to mechanize both the production

once brought the realm of the divine into

devil in our generation.” Other assess-

fascism in the heady mix of German

offered him shelter as he fled the Nazis in

of “healthy” life in the state and the

physical reality on the earth. Goldberg

1938. Taubes’s essay attempts to defend

extermination of “degenerate” life. These

looked to the Hebrew Bible for evidence

Goldberg against Mann’s unflattering

racial policies were often justified on the

of how Israel’s sacrificial rituals had

earthbound ghosts, all of whom are unhappy.” In a mimeographed publication
called “Rules for Research in Hauntings”

Thomas Mann

that has been found among Goldberg’s

caricature. But near the end of his

basis of what was called “Vitalismus.”

once served as a kind of bio-engine for

papers, we learn that the reporting of

essay, Taubes suggests that Goldberg was

Vitalism or “life philosophy” (“Lebensphi-

producing and sustaining the bodily pres-

playing with fire and that he ultimately

losophie”) is today most often associated

ence of God in the midst of the people.

duty” and that “anyone who conceals

succumbed to the dangerous fascination

with the Nazi concept of the state as

Such a bio-engine, he thought, could be

hauntings is acting unethically by pre-

of mythology.

an organism in which racially “healthy”

reconstructed through a new “experimental

individuals are allowed to live in order

ethnology” based upon the theoretical

“spontaneous” apparitions is a “religious

venting research in proofs of immortality.”
The story of a “German scientist” hunting

I do not believe that Goldberg fell prey to

to serve the goals of the collective body,

foundation of contemporary vitalist

for ghosts in New York in the middle of

the seductions of the myth of race. Quite

whereas “degenerates” are eliminated.

biology and the insights gained from a

the Second World War could not help

the contrary. I find in Goldberg a powerful

Canguilhem, perhaps best known today

detailed analysis of the Hebrew Bible.

but arouse the interest of the New Yorker

voice in opposition to the rising conception

as Michel Foucault’s teacher, considered

Goldberg believed that only the renewal

reporter. Here was a “round, bald, kindly-

of the health of the state as dependent

the rise of vitalism in the early decades

of the bio-energetic ritual interchange

looking man of fifty-seven” harmlessly
and somewhat comically trying to find
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between Israel’s God and the world could

free all of human life from the “fixation”

Among the many debts I owe the University

first notable existentialist work, Existents

philosophy and trauma, as well as an

prevent the final triumph of technological

imposed upon it by modern technology

of Illinois, one of the largest is for the

and Existence. And on the American exis-

approach consonant with the field of

rationality and the lock-step “fixation” of

and the nation state. Arguing that the

subtle yet solid guidance my dissertation

tentialist front, the trauma of the Second

comparative literature inform the collec-

the machine-state.

Five Books of Moses can be read as the

director, Brett Ashley Kaplan, continues

World War plays an equally central role.

tion on nearly every page.

narrative of God’s “metaphysical war”

to offer, which has allowed me to explore

Jerzy Kosinski survived a childhood as a

with the “biocentric gods” that had once

my various interests freely without

Polish Jew, experiences he mined for sev-

And, finally, in late 2015, Black Law-

wandering too far afield. My dissertation,

eral books, most famously The Painted

rence Press will release Blackbirds in

Being and Suffering: Toward an Existen-

Bird. Norman Mailer fought in the war on

September: Selected Shorter Poems of

Oskar Goldberg’s work, I will argue,
enables us to view the profound contesta-

“colonized” the earth, Goldberg’s book

tion taking place within Weimar Germany

proposed to his contemporary Jews an

over the proper relationship between

anti-Zionist, anti-colonial “transcendental

tialist Understanding of Memory, Trauma,

the Pacific Front and wrote The Naked

Jürgen Becker. Becker was a child during

the machine, the state, and life. In this

politics” in opposition to Germany’s inten-

and Violence, is a culmination of my linguis-

and the Dead about his experiences.

the Second World War, and many of his

contestation, the living body of the Jew-

sifying racial and geopolitical fantasies

tic, literary, and philosophical pursuits.

He also wrote several other books on

poems deal with the trauma of that war

ish people seemed to many to be the

of the interwar years. The story of Oskar

violence from an existentialist viewpoint.

and its aftermath. Here again, my efforts

“ground zero” where the decision about

Goldberg constitutes a chapter in the

the future would be worked out. Goldberg

history of twentieth-century’s struggle

drew upon the work of the greatest German

with racialized national politics that has

vitalist of the age, Hans Driesh, to fashion

too long been overlooked.

Bruce Rosenstock is the Associate Director
of the Program in Jewish Culture & Society and
Associate Professor in the Department of Religion
at the University of Illinois. He is the author of New
Men: Conversos, Theology, and Society in Fifteenth-

Existentialism, I argue, was born from

The thinking of all of these authors was

take place in the border territories of

the triple violence of the First World War,

forged in the suffering and trauma of

multiple disciplines. The translation work

the Second World War, and the more

these world events, and they each placed

I do makes use of the techniques I have

diffuse violence of modern alienation.

these events at the center of their literary

developed writing my own poetry. It also

and philosophical efforts.

demands a certain command of the

a metaphysical defense of the Jewish

Century Castile (2002) and Philosophy and the

Due to this gestation in suffering, it is the

people as the bearers of a mission to

Jewish Question: Mendelssohn, Rosenzweig, and

philosophy of suffering and violence par

Beyond (2009), as well as the editor and translator

excellence. My dissertation rejuvenates

Following the example of many of the

sensitivity to the literary representations

discussion on some of the twentieth

writers who figure into my dissertation,

of traumatic memory and violence.

of Moses Mendelssohn’s Last Works (2012).

MEET OUR STUDENTS – OKLA ELLIOT
PH.D. CANDIDATE IN COMPARATIVE AND WORLD LITERATURE

German language/culture and requires a

century’s greatest thinkers and writers—

I do creative writing in addition to my

Simone de Beauvoir, Emmanuel Levinas,

theoretical and scholarly endeavors. My

In all of these above pursuits, the Initiative

Norman Mailer, Joyce Carol Oates, Jean-

work in Holocaust Studies has informed

in Holocaust, Genocide, and Memory

Paul Sartre, and others—by viewing their

my forthcoming post-modern, post-

Studies has been immensely helpful and

works and lives through the lens of the

apocalyptic, sci-fi novel The Doors You

informative. Friends and colleagues of

more recent fields of Body Studies, Mem-

Mark Are Your Own (Dark House Press,

mine know that I take every chance to

To say that the Initiative in Holocaust,

on adventures abroad and sometimes to

ory Studies, and Trauma Studies. It also

2015). Writers like Tadeusz Borowski,

rave about the University of Illinois, its

Genocide, and Memory Studies has

a dustier corner of the library.

enhances and expands the discourse

Charlotte Delbo, Primo Levi, and Viktor

programs and professors, as well as my

of these fields by injecting the insights

Frankl have informed the way prisons and

time here. I can say without qualification

student at the University of Illinois would

During my undergraduate studies, I

of the above figures into the currently

labor camps are depicted in the novel, as

that HGMS has been an unalloyed good

be a gratuitous understatement. Not only

double-majored in German and philoso-

existing discourses. Since the authors I

well as how suffering and violence are

for my scholarly and writerly development

have I taken several courses associated

phy and minored in French. I also did two

investigate are often both philosophers

represented.

over the five years I have spent in the

with HGMS during my time here, but four

studies abroad—a year at the University

and literary writers, my dissertation maps

of the five members of my dissertation

of Mannheim in Germany and a semester

the shared territory of philosophical and

My collection of poetry, The Cartogra-

ture at the University of Illinois.

committee are associated with the pro-

at the University of Wrocław in Poland. I

literary studies.

pher’s Ink (NYQ Books), is forthcoming

gram. As I enter the final phase of writing

did all this in the service of becoming

shaped my experience as a graduate

Program in Comparative and World Litera-

in fall 2014. As Andrew Hudgins, a

my dissertation, this opportunity to look

a writer, yet due to visits to the sites of

The traumatic effects of war are particu-

finalist for the National Book Award and

back on my development is pleasant and

concentration camps in Germany and

larly salient for Beauvoir, Camus, and

the Pulitzer Prize, writes in his advance

uncanny in equal measure. What is most

Poland, as well as studying the history

Sartre, who lived in occupied France and

praise for the collection, “[…] this impres-

striking is how organized and planned

and literature of the Second World War

engaged in varying degrees of resistance,

sive book ranges across memory, history,

the path to my current station seems—I

while in these countries, my interest in

including Sartre’s time as a soldier and

geography, and philosophy with a wider

say seems because it was anything but

the literature of atrocity in general and

as a prisoner of war. Levinas likewise was

imagination than any poet writing today.”

organized and planned; I followed my in-

Holocaust Studies in particular took root.

a POW, during which time he wrote his

The themes of memory and violence,

terests wherever they led me, sometimes
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Highlights of 2013/14
Claudia Koonz, Peabody Family Chair in the Department of History at Duke
University, visited Illinois in the spring to deliver the annual Einhorn Lecture.
“From Eichmann to Bin Laden: Concepts of Evil from the Holocaust to the Global
War on Terror” drew a full house. The next day, Koonz presented her paper
“Phobias and Philias” at a joint session of the Jewish Studies Workshop and the
Holocaust, Genocide, and Memory Studies Works-in-Progress Series. Here, she
is holding hands with History Professor Peter Fritzsche prior to the event.
Historian Grit Schorch (with water bottle) during her presentation to the
Jewish Studies Workshop in March. The humanities fellow at Tel Aviv University
discussed her fascinating research on Jewish intellectuals between Palestine,
Israel, and East Germany.
Israeli author Dror Burstein (left) with Rachel S. Harris, Assistant Professor
of Hebrew Literature and Israeli Cultural Studies, and Hillel Director Erez
Cohen. Burstein, winner of the Jerusalem Prize for Literature among
many other distinctions, was on campus in December to discuss his novel
Netanya, just published in English by Dalkey Archive Press.

Michael Barnett, Professor of International Affairs and Political Science
at George Washington University, was on campus in October to deliver
a lecture on “American-Jewish Internationalism.”

Rachel Havrelock, Associate Professor of English and Jewish Studies at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, with Matti Bunzl. Havrelock visited
the campus in October to deliver the lecture “Pipeline: The Iraq Petroleum
Company and the Kirkuk-Haifa Connection,” a far-reaching presentation
drawn from her current book project “Pipeline: How Oil Created the
Modern Middle East and How Water Can Transform It.”

Aziza Khazzoom, Associate Professor of Near
Eastern Languages and Cultures at Indiana
University, visited Illinois in May to present
her paper “The Kibbutz in Immigration Narratives of Bourgeois Iraqi and Polish Jews” to
the Jewish Studies Workshop. Here she is on
the left with Rhona Seidelman, whose visiting professorship in 2013/14 was supported
by the Israel Studies Project.

Christine Hayes with Dov Weiss, Assistant Professor in the Department of
Religion and Member of the Executive Committee of the Program in Jewish
Culture & Society. Hayes was on campus in March to deliver this year’s
Goldberg Lecture under the title “’We’re no Angels’: Perfectionism in Rabbinic
Judaism.” During her visit, the Robert F. and Patricia R. Weis Professor of
Religious Studies in Classical Judaica at Yale University also presented a
chapter from her forthcoming book What’s So Divine about Divine Law?
to the Jewish Studies Workshop.

Paul Mendes-Flohr (top left) with members of the Program in Jewish Culture & Society on the Quad of the University
of Illinois. The Dorothy Grant Maclear Professor of Modern Jewish History and Thought at the University of Chicago
came to our campus in September as the Krouse Family Visiting Professor. During his memorable visit, MendesFlohr gave lectures on “Martin Buber’s Philosophy of Dialogue Today” and “Rethinking Jewish Liturgical Memory,”
discussed changes in his agenda-setting primary source collection The Jew in the Modern World with the Jewish
Studies Workshop, and met individually with countless faculty members and graduate students.

Erica Lehrer (left) and Magdalena Waligorska hanging
out in the Jewish Studies Seminar Room with Matti Bunzl
and Elsa prior to their joint appearance at the Jewish
Studies Workshop. The two ethnographers – Professors
of History at Concordia University and the University of
Bremen, respectively – were in town in April to discuss
their recent books Jewish Poland Revisited: Heritage
Tourism in Unquiet Places (Lehrer) and Klezmer’s
Afterlife: An Ethnography of the Jewish Music Revival in
Poland and Germany (Waligorska).
Na’ama Rokem, Assistant Professor of Modern Hebrew Literature at the University
of Chicago, visited Illinois in February to discuss her fascinating book-in-progress on
bilingualism and auto-translation in German-Jewish and Hebrew literature, with a
particular focus on Paul Celan and Yehuda Amichai. Here she is flanked by Michael
Rothberg, Head of the English Department and Director of the Holocaust, Genocide,
and Memory Studies Initiative, and Yasemin Yildiz, Associate Professor of German.
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JESSICA YOUNG REPORTS ON “THE FUTURE OF TRAUMA AND MEMORY

STUDIES”-READING GROUP

Last year, my colleague, Jenelle Davis

levels of familiarity with the concepts

both in town for the conference, for a

violent history has on these individuals,

(Art History) and I founded “The Future of

related to trauma and memory studies.

rollicking discussion of Thomas Keenan

and by extension, on modern Indonesia

Trauma and Memory Studies,” an inter-

As such, the backbone of our group has

and Eyal Weizman’s book, Mengele’s

and its diaspora. Following the film, group

disciplinary faculty and graduate student

been our monthly meetings where we

Skull: The Advent of Forensic Aesthetics.

members had a lively debate about the

reading group. Due to the work of the

read foundational works in the fields as

Events like these not only help develop

ethics of displaying the viewpoint of

Program in Jewish Culture & Society and

well as cutting edge research. Readings

and circulate new research in the fields

perpetrators, and we continue to track

the Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and

are suggested by group members and

of memory and trauma studies, but

the film’s reception as it has exposed

Memory Studies, the number of

are meant to give our group a common

they also connect graduate students to

parts of Indonesia’s hidden history to
Indonesians and the world.

students and faculty here at the University

vocabulary through which to discuss difficult

established scholars in the fields, helping

of Illinois interested in issues related to

subjects, bridging the divide between

students network and develop their own

trauma and memory studies had reached

disciplines while also helping members

research and ideas.

a critical mass. We conceived of the

develop their own methodologies and

Our discussion about perpetration and
the ethics of filmmaking was revived

group as a way to continue the conversa-

research. This past year, we have dis-

In addition to these monthly meetings,

during a special screening of Claude

tions started in classrooms and lecture

cussed trauma and memory through the

we also took part in special events

Lanzmann’s The Last of the Unjust at the

Michael Rothberg, Stef Craps, and Jessica Young
on the Quad of the University of Illinois

In the Spring, the reading group orga-

posed by the concept of “overcoming”

halls across campus about the emerging

lenses of representation and aesthetics,

throughout the year, including screenings of

Art Theater, an event co-sponsored by

nized an international graduate student

trauma to patients with terminal illnesses,

methodologies and theories in trauma

testimony, forensics, affect theory, and

two films at the Art Theater in Champaign,

the Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and

conference to expand the conversations

in Lasantha’s case, Multiple sclerosis, asking

and memory studies, as well as a vehicle

postcolonial studies, to name a few.

The Act of Killing and The Last of the

Memory Studies and the Champaign-Ur-

we were having here at the University of

what it means to accept a trauma that

Unjust. Both films are about perpetration

bana Jewish Federation. The film portrays a

Illinois as well as to give voice to emerg-

one cannot by definition heal from. Other

through which to highlight the work being
done here on campus to further research

Last fall, we were fortunate to work with

and inspired vivid discussions amongst

figure that straddles the divide between

ing scholars in the field of Trauma and

students sought to unmoor the concept

in the fields.

the Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and

the group. The Act of Killing takes as its

victim and perpetrator, examining

Memory studies. Co-Sponsored by the

of trauma from its Eurocentric roots in

Memory Studies to hold special events

subject members of Indonesian death

Benjamin Murmelstein, the last and only

Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and

order to examine both the necessities

Our first year has been a great success;

related to the “Diasporic Memories,

squads that killed a million communists

surviving Jewish Elder of Theresienstadt,

Memory Studies, as well as other depart-

and difficulties of applying the concept to

we have had students and faculty members

Comparative Methodologies” conference.

and ethnic Chinese following the 1965

and his role in managing the ghetto as

ments and organizations around campus,

places like Rwanda, the Caribbean, and

from multiple disciplines across the

In November, we held a special session

military coup. As they were on the “winning

well as his tenuous relationship with

the conference brought together gradu-

Indonesia. In another thought-provoking

Humanities and Social Sciences attending

to discuss pre-circulated papers for the

side” of history, the film’s protagonists

Adolf Eichmann. Comprised of interview

ate students and faculty from around the

presentation, Laura Fussel, an English

our meetings and participating in our

conference’s workshops and we hosted

have not been forced to admit their

footage with Murmelstein shot for, but

world to discuss issues related to the

student from the University of California,

events. We envisioned this group as an

guest moderators Pieter Vermeulen

culpability in mass murders. In having

edited out of Lanzmann’s seminal docu-

future of trauma and memory studies.

Riverside, examined the history of insidious

inclusive space, catering to students and

(Stockholm University) and Rosanne

the perpetrators act out their past, the

mentary Shoah, and Lanzmann’s own

The conference featured new work pre-

trauma faced by Native American com-

faculty from various fields and with varying

Kennedy (Australian National University),

filmmakers explore the implications this

contemporary musings on the nature of

sented by seventeen graduate students,

munities, arguing that trauma theory can

perpetration and the absences provoked

including five Illinois students, and was

learn from Indigenous studies in order

by the Holocaust, The Last of the Unjust

moderated by faculty from the University

to move beyond a Eurocentric lens and

triggers questions about what it means

of Illinois, Illinois State University, and

take into consideration alternative forms

to be a victim, a perpetrator, or both at

Ghent University.

of kinship and issues of sovereignty that

once. Following the screening, profes-

The Future of Trauma and Memory Studies Reading Group

define the indigenous struggle today.

sors Michael Rothberg (English), Brett

Over the two-day conference, we dis-

Kaplan (Comparative Literature), and Lilya

cussed ways to expand the definition of

The highlight of the conference was the

Kaganovsky (Comparative Literature and

trauma to include biological deterioration

well-attended keynote lecture by Stef

Slavic Languages and Literatures), led a

and illness. In one of the most power-

Craps, professor of English at Ghent

discussion about the film and joined read-

ful presentations, Lasantha Rodrigo, a

University, director of the Centre for

ing group members for a dinner where we

recent graduate in English from Illinois

Literature and Trauma (LITRA), and author

continued to consider this haunting film.

State University, recounted the problems

of Postcolonial Witnessing: Trauma out
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Sister Killjoy, a novel by Ghanaian author

traumatic events. This fall also marks the

system, in which “the wounds of the

as a latent symptom arising from the

Ama Ata Aidoo. Later this summer, three

centenary of World War I and we plan on

Spirit heal, and leave no scars behind,”

traumatic foundations of Western

lent primer on the origins of trauma

Illinois students will travel to the University

joining the existing campus commemo-

negative experiences are redeemed

civilization, and that he understands the

theory as well as a succinct forecast of

of Stockholm to attend a workshop and

rations as well as organizing our own

and synthesized by the positive forces

Holocaust as the latest expression of

the Mnemonics Summer School on the

events and readings on the subject. And

that move nations forward historically.

long-repressed memories. In his text the

“Media of Memory” in order to complete

of course, we hope to organize another

However, in the aftermath of the Holocaust

traumatic space and time occupied by

event in the Spring!

numerous thinkers have suggested that

Auschwitz is undifferentiated from the

wounds borne by the victims of history do

violence on which ancient civilizations

the future of the field. He paid particular
attention to issues of globalization,
aesthetics, perpetrator trauma, and the

the exchange. It is the hope that this con-

limits of trauma theory as future veins of

ference is the beginning of a network of

inquiry for trauma theorists. It is a testa-

graduate students and faculty interested

If you are interested in joining our reading

not heal. Instead, the victims’ unheeded

arose, but also from the Polish country-

ment to the work being done by young

in issues related to trauma and memory

group or attending our future events,

voices are silenced and forgotten only

side that surrounds Auschwitz. Where

scholars here at Illinois and abroad that

studies and we look forward to future

you can visit our website at traumaand-

to return belatedly in symptomatic form

other texts underscore its unique horror,

our graduate student presenters covered

collaborations and events.

memory.weebly.com or you can join in

to haunt communities and nations.

Borowski’s domesticates the extermination
camp, revealing its filiations with both

many of these topics in their own papers.

the conversation on our Facebook page

Theodor Adorno, for example, argues that

It has been a busy year, but we have

by searching for the Trauma and Memory

dominant cultures always obscure their

Through a generous grant from INSPIRE:

more in store for next year! In the fall,

Studies reading group page. You can also

violent assimilations of the Other and

The Illinois-Sweden Program for

we will be welcoming a new co-organizer

be added to our mailing list by emailing me,

repress the suffering on which nations

Jessica Young, at jkyoung2@illinois.edu.

are erected. Jean-François Lyotard claims

survivor stories, both real and fictional,

the abnormal violence around him. My

that authorized histories function as

do not end at liberation because the

claim is that Borowski uses the resulting

Educational and Research Exchange,

of the reading group, Priscilla Charrat

we were able to initiate a graduate

(French), who comes to us with new

student exchange and invite two scholars

energy and exciting ideas. Starting next

from Stockholm University to present at

year, we will be meeting bi-monthly, once

our conference, Maria Zirra and Sanja

to read works from established scholars,

Nivesjö. Both Maria and Sanja examined

and once to workshop our own works-in-

Jessica Young is currently a Ph.D. student in

Tadeusz Borowski

experience that defines her. Holocaust

past history and everyday life. To do this,
the narrator maintains a remarkably
flat, unemotional tone that normalizes

totalizing discourses that demand con-

actual return from the concentration

disparity between tone and content to

sensus while silencing dissent. Although

camp is never fully incorporated into the

represent the process by which a society

State University, both in English. Her dissertation

implicit, the missing term in the work of

psyche. My claim is that this inability

represses its foundational traumas as it

focuses on the representation of memory sites

these and other anti-Hegelians – including

to leave the site of trauma undermines

forgets the suffering of its victims.

the English department. She holds a B.A. from
Reed College and an M.A. from San Francisco

issues related to postcolonial trauma in

progress with an eye towards publication.

in South Asian literature and the transmission of

Benjamin, Maurice Blanchot and Giorgio

the temporal distinctions among before,

their presentations; Maria focused on

We will also hold professionalization

transnational memory.

Agamben – is trauma.

during, and after that are essential to

Another chapter focuses on Jean Améry’s

the work of Caribbean poet and painter

workshops throughout the year where

Derek Walcott and Sanja examined Our

we will tackle issues related to teaching

conventional historical narrative and,

testimonial essays in At the Mind’s Limits.

To find out if my approach yields new

especially, to its systematic forgetting of

My claim is that Améry boldly validates

insights I will test it on several canonical

the past.

Holocaust texts. These insightful literary

JONATHAN DRUKER ON HIS RESEARCH PROJECT
“TRAUMA, HISTORY AND TEMPORALITY IN HOLOCAUST WRITING”

the survivor’s psychologically damaged
state by arguing that troubled memories

constructions of trauma employ a variety

Part One of my book analyzes exemplary

of trauma are the sharpest lens we have

of formal and stylistic strategies to narrate

survivor testimonies to illustrate three

for viewing the true historical legacy of

the aftermath of an experience that defies

distinct ways that Holocaust texts relate

the Holocaust. Furthermore, he posits an

narration and, in works of fiction, to

traumatic experience to time and history.

ethics of survival in the post-Holocaust

describe the nature of the traumatized

These first-person narrators share a

epoch: the survivor of collective trauma

subject who cannot assimilate the very

remarkable degree of self-awareness in

is morally obligated, both politically and

As a visiting fellow at the United States

literary representations of the Holocaust

empty time”—by making apparent the

Holocaust Memorial Museum in Fall

as documents of historical and ethical

irrevocability of collective trauma and

2014, I will conduct research for a new

value. I employ a temporal distinction,

the haunting aftereffects of catastrophe.

book. Trauma, History and Temporality in

recognized by Vladimir Jankélévitch in

While conventional historical narrative

these texts are not only Holocaust

Holocaust Writing engages trauma theory,

the 1970s, between the “irreversible,” in

locates the past in a realm beyond justice

representations but also contributions

the philosophy of history, and techniques

which time’s incessant forward march

and other forms of redress, the texts

to trauma theory. A chapter of my book

of comparative literary analysis to explore

effectively dissolves the past, and the

under study in this book show that trau-

focuses on Tadeusz Borowski’s This Way

matic memories of the Holocaust are still

for the Gas, Ladies and Gentlemen, a
brilliant collection of short stories written

Jean Améry

that they recognize their own traumas
and record their symptoms. As such,

the complex relationship between trau-

“irrevocable,” in which the anguished past

matic memories, the perception of time,

lives on in the present. In most historical

in process and mobile, still available for

and historical narrative as represented

accounts, the irreversibility of time is a

interpretation and ethical consideration,

from the well-informed perspective of a

in canonical Holocaust texts, including

normative concept, and the present and

and still make claims on the present.

privileged inmate much like the author

survivor memoirs and fiction.

past are understood as mutually exclusive
categories. However, I argue that powerful

My second innovation entails reading

combined lens of Adorno’s philosophy of

My application of trauma theory includes

Holocaust texts challenge linear time

representations of Holocaust trauma

history and trauma theory, I argue that

two innovations intended to enlarge

governed by clocks and calendars—what

through the lens of anti-Hegelian philoso-

he represents the horror of Auschwitz

our understanding of testimonial and

Walter Benjamin called “homogenous,

phies of history. In Hegel’s dialectical

himself. Reading Borowski through the

Charlotte Delbo
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intellectually, to resist the superficial

that truly progresses, the novel ends with

healing that always occurs with the pas-

a reference to the bombing of Hiroshima.

sage of time (what Améry calls “natural

The Holocaust, and the now the Nuclear

time”), and to denounce our habit of

Holocaust, raising the specter of apocalyptic

repressing unwanted traumatic histories by

time, link the novel’s conception of trauma

forgiving the perpetrators and forgetting

with Borowski’s far-reaching supposition that

the victims’ suffering. Unlike Borowski,

history is fundamentally traumatic.

who appears to have lost faith in futurity,
Améry views the Holocaust as an anomalous

While drawing significant distinctions

historical situation that could be resolved

among the texts to be analyzed, I also

if Germans acknowledged this traumatic

intend show how actual historical trauma

history and refused to embrace the

entails multiple subject positions that,

self-deluding notion that time heals all

Primo Levi

wounds. Thus, “two groups of people, the

when taken together, produce a more
profound account of the after-effects. In

overpowered and those who overpowered

on the trauma-time-history nexus that

reductive but still useful terms, Delbo

them, would be joined in the desire that

resembles one of the testimonies

and Ozick locate trauma exclusively with

time be turned back and, with it, that history

discussed in Part One. With this parallel

the victims, whereas Améry and Schlink

became moral.”

structure I hope to create interesting op-

locate it with victims, as well as the

portunities for rereading the novels and

perpetrators and their descendents. For

A third chapter focuses on Charlotte

testimonies in relation to each other, and

Borowski and Levi, at least in If Not Now,

Delbo’s Auschwitz and After, an insightful

to show how this nexus is an important

When?, the Holocaust serves as evidence

memoir consisting of dozens of fragmentary

element of Holocaust literature. While

that collective trauma has a trans-historical

short prose and poetry sections. I am

the testimonies derive authority from per-

reach, a universality that encompasses

most interested in how Delbo conveys the

sonal experience, the novels’ imagined

national narratives and also the particular

sense of temporal rupture experienced

memories perform an important labor of

suffering of the victims.

by the survivors, and also their doubts

their own by giving affect and psychological

about whether they can ever live normally

depth to traces of history that cannot

after the events. “Time doesn’t pass over

otherwise be made to speak.
Consider, for example, Levi’s If Not

doesn’t undo it. I’m not alive. I died in

Now, When?, a work of historical fiction

Auschwitz but no one knows it.” Unlike

describing the sufferings and small

Borowski and Améry, who explicitly link

triumphs of a band of Jewish partisans,

Holocaust trauma with both history and

mostly Russian, who fight against the

Human sacrifice – a ritual killing per-

eighty and one hundred cases, around

To come to grips with the pervasiveness

formed in a particular situation or on a

40 percent of which occurred in the eigh-

of belief, an interdisciplinary group of

particular occasion – usually follows a

teenth century. In the small market towns

scholars will not only explore a time and

prescriptive repertoire and is carried out

of Eastern Europe, where people’s lives

place where ritual murder was accepted

in a heightened religious atmosphere.

were intimately connected and where

as a social fact. The symposium will also

The occasions of sacrifice, however, “are

rivalries and confrontations were part of

examine one of the most fundamental

innumerable, the effects desired are

day-to-day existence, the blood libel was

contradictions of Jewish life in Eastern

very diverse, and the multiplicity of ends

part of a well-established belief system.

Europe: that, no matter how widespread

implies that of means” (Hubert & Mauss,
Sacrifice). Human sacrifice was practiced
in the Ancient Near East and among
the Arabs, Turks, Native Americans, and
Polynesians. The strange world of human
sacrifice has a long and gruesome history.
But the charge that Jews played in ritually
murdering Christian children was not a
simple reenactment of older legends.

me, over us,” writes Delbo, quoting a
fellow survivor. “It doesn’t erase anything,

EUGENE AVRUTIN ON THE UPCOMING CONFERENCE
“THE STRANGE WORLD OF RITUAL MURDER: CULTURE,
POLITICS, AND BELIEF IN EASTERN EUROPE AND BEYOND”

This distinct accusation can be firmly
located in the historical developments of
twelfth-century Europe. Over the course
of the next three centuries, the accusations spread from medieval England to
France and on to the Holy Roman Empire.

contemporary society, Delbo stresses the

Nazis. In my reading, the novel offers a

frustrating divide between the survivors,

complex dynamic between action and

who possess a terrible knowledge, and

paralysis, between history and trauma.

those of us who, living in the “irreversible”

The partisans do not simply live in the

time of the present, cannot easily grasp

present time, the “now” of the novel’s

these truths even if we are willing to

title, but also in versions of the past both

listen to such shocking testimonies.

troubled and idealized. In the manner

affiliate of the Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and

described by Yosef Yerushalmi (in

Memory Studies at the University of Illinois. He is

Part Two analyzes three novels — probably

Zakhor), and accounted for by trauma

the author of the book Primo Levi and Humanism

Cynthia Ozick’s The Shawl, Bernhard

theory, present violence seems reenact

after Auschwitz: Posthumanist Reflections (2009).

Schlink’s The Reader, and Primo Levi’s If

past catastrophes stored in the collective

Not Now, When? — to illustrate how works

memory of Eastern European Jewry.

of fiction diversely link traumatic

While mythic time is represented here

experience to time and history. My claim is

by blurred memories of the Shtetl, and

that each of the novels takes a position

Zionism offers some hope for a history

The precise details of a blood libel case
could change according to the time and
location of the accusation. But much of
Jonathan Druker, Associate Professor of Italian

the basic storyline – that the killing took

in the Department of Languages, Literatures &

place during a ritually charged season

Cultures at Illinois State University, is a faculty

of the calendar year; that it was done in
imitation of Christ; and that Jews required
Christian blood for a peculiar ritual custom
at the time of Passover – stayed the same.

The Strange World of Ritual Murder:
Culture, Politics, and Belief in Eastern Europe and Beyond
October 13 – 14, 2014
Levis Faculty Center
University of Illinois
Co-organized by
Eugene M. Avrutin (University of Illinois)
Jonathan Dekel-Chen (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
and Robert Weinberg (Swarthmore College)
Participants
Eugene M. Avrutin Associate Professor of History, University of Illinois.
Haya Bar-Itzhak Professor and Head of Folklore Studies, University of Haifa, Israel.
Ellisa Bemporad Assistant Professor of History, CUNY
Jonathan Dekel-Chen Professor of History, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel.
Gennady Estraikh Associate Professor of Hebrew and Judaic Studies, NYU.
Hillel Kieval Professor of History, Washington University.
Marina Mogilner Associate Professor of History, University of Illinois, Chicago.
Harriet Murav Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Illinois.
Michael Ostling Postdoctoral Fellow at The University of Queensland, Australia.
Darius Staliūnas Professor of History, Lithuanian Institute of History.

At roughly the time that the number of

Magda Teter Professor of History, Wesleyan University.

documented blood libels had declined

Joanna Tokarska-Bakir Professor of Cultural Anthropology, Polish Academy of Sciences.

in the West, the tale began to travel
eastward. From the 1540s to the 1780s,
Polish authorities investigated between

Jeffrey Veidlinger Professor of History, University of Michigan.
Robert Weinberg Professor of History, Swarthmore College.
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and contemporary significance of the

of a middle class Arab-Israeli and the

Reflecting on his writing at a meeting we

blood libel underscores the need to

tension between his successful personal

had in Jerusalem a few weeks before the

bring together scholars who are currently

and professional life in Jerusalem and

film festival, when hype about the forth-

engaged in research projects on the

the ongoing daily prejudice, hatred, and

coming film was in full swing, Kashua and

subject. 1913 marks the centenary of the

misunderstandings that he experiences

I discussed the kinds of characters he

sensational ritual murder case of Mendel

because he is an Arab.

writes. Though his novels feature male

Beilis, a Jewish manager of a brick fac-

protagonists, Arab Labor also presents

tory who stood for the murder of a Chris-

Kashua’s television series Arab Labor

tian boy in Kiev. Since then, ritual murder

(Avodah Aravit), whose title is a reference

ters who challenge the stereotypes of

accusations have continued to resurface

to shoddy or second-rate work is a sitcom

Arab women. He said this came about

a number of powerful female charac-

in various parts of the world. Eleven dis-

about Amjad, his wife Bushra, their preco-

because the actresses all begged for

tinguished scholars will present papers at

cious but adorable pre-school child, their

larger parts and stronger story-lines, and

Eugene M. Avrutin is Associate Professor of

the University of Illinois (for a list of the

modern European Jewish history and Tobor Family

families, friends, and colleagues. Amjad,

he’s far too scared of women to refuse

speakers see the attachment). The goal

Scholar in the Program of Jewish Culture and

an Arab-Israeli journalist who longs to be

them. His endearing response belies the

of this symposium is not only to bring a

Society at the University of Illinois. He is the author

seriousness with which he approaches

diverse group of scholars working in his-

of Jews and the Imperial State: Identification

accepted by Israeli society, and is deeply

his craft and his determination to disrupt

tory, folklore, ethnography, and literature

Politics in Tsarist Russia (2010) and the co-editor

conflicted by his Arab identity resembles

ritual murder beliefs may have been and

Kashua’s own journey. And his pragmatic

deeply embedded perceptions and beliefs

no matter the number of accusations, the

to summarize the state of the field. Our

about Arabs in Israeli society.

objective is to move beyond the realms of

S. An-sky’s Ethnographic Expeditions (2009), The

social-worker wife, Israeli workmates, and

largest Jewish community in the world

Story of a Life: Memoirs of a Young Jewish Woman

traditional parents pull at his neuroses

continued to feel rooted and secure in

prosecution and intolerance. Ultimately,

in the Russian Empire (2011), Jews in the East

and fears about what is possible for an

Kashua’s three novels (the second, Let it

their place of residence.

we hope to rethink the roles that popular

European Borderlands: Essays in Honor of John

Arab in a society in which Jews are filled

be Morning, was published in 2006) are

with existential anxiety and see every

no less significant for their ability to put

Arab as a threat. As the New York Times

a face on the at times anonymous Arab

wrote about the first season, “On one

Israeli. Written in Hebrew, the language in

hand Mr. Kashua has managed to barge

which he feels most comfortable writing,

through cultural barriers and bring an

the books offer sensitive protagonists

Arab point of view – mostly expressed in

agonized by an Arab past they no longer

colloquial Arabic – into the mainstream

identify with, and a Jewish future they

of Israeli entertainment. On the other,

cannot fully assimilate into. With biting

Avoda Aravit reflects a society still grap-

satire, they speak of the country’s racist

pling with fundamental issues of identity

attitudes towards Arabs while clearly re-

and belonging in a Jewish state which,

vealing a population who is as alienated

Mr. Kashua says, still largely relates to

from Palestinian nationalism as they are

its Arab minority as ‘a fifth column or a

from Jewish nationalism. With little interest

Jewish Ritual Murder Story as
Depicted in Church of Judenstein, Austria

of Photographing the Jewish Nation: Pictures from

and material culture, beliefs and ideas,

Doyle Klier (2012), and Russia in Motion: Cultures

In recent years, scholars have begun to

and neighborly entanglements played in

of Human Mobility since 1850 (2012).

publish important studies on the blood

ritual murder accusations.

libel in Eastern Europe. The historical

RACHEL S. HARRIS ON SAYED KASHUA
VISITING PROFESSOR AT ILLINOIS IN 2014/15
This summer Dancing Arabs the film

general release of the film at cinemas

adaptation of Sayed Kashua’s first novel

across the country was pushed back

(2002) was slated to open the Jerusalem

partly due to the ongoing physical threat

international film festival in July. Directed

of the conflict, and partly because of

by Eran Riklis, with a script written by

fears that, at this point in time, the Israeli

Kashua that also draws on elements

public wouldn’t have an appetite for a

from his third novel Second Person

film about the life of an Arab Israeli.

Singular (2010), the film should have been
screened at the Sultan’s Pool, a large

Yet Arab-Israelis are no less safe from the

open air arena which holds an audience

rockets being fired at the country than

of 10,000 and for which there is rarely

anyone else and this tension between

an empty seat for this prestigious event.

being an Israeli citizen and part of the

early 2000s. His satirical weekly columns

Instead, the film screening was cancelled

Israeli nation, and being an Arab is

for Ha’aretz newspaper and a local Jeru-

twice and hasn’t been rescheduled amid

precisely what Kashua has explored in print,

salem weekly Ha’Ir consider with a wry

fears of the rockets flying overhead, while

on television, and now on film since the

sense of humor the difficult conditions

demographic problem’.” Now on its forth

in moving to a Palestinian state, they

season, the series was notable for being

are frustrated by the service and com-

the first program on prime time television

mitment that sharing daily life in Israel

to feature Arab-Israeli characters and

brings, while constantly feeling excluded

has been credited with showcasing the

by the Jewish character of the state, its

integration of Arabs and Jews within

holidays, symbols, flag, and anthem.

Jerusalem’s mixed social world. Often
Sayed Kashua

compared to the Crosby Show and its role

The sensitivity and comic touches that

in breaking racial stereotypes, Kashua

Kashua has brought to this discussion

has created a sitcom that challenges

have made him one of the most impor-

perceptions of the Arab deeply embedded in

tant contemporary writers in Israel, and

Israeli society.

he has won numerous literary awards
including the Prime Minister’s prize for

Literature (2004). His books have also
been translated widely.
Born in 1975 in Tira, which lies in the
Triangle region of Israel, Kashua attended
a prestigious integrated Jerusalem
boarding school, and now lives with his
wife and children in Jerusalem. But the
current conflict has affected him deeply.
Recent columns spoke of his nights
in the bomb shelter, his fears for his
family’s safety, and his desire to flee the
country. Whether his film will get released
in Israel, along with potential audience
reactions, will tell us a lot about the
society’s state of mind. Will Israel’s Jews
return to a place of fear, isolation, and
alienation from Israeli Arabs or can they
imagine Arabs as part of Israel’s cultural
mainstream? Will true co-existence remain a dream or can it become reality?
Through the Israel Studies Project, Sayed
Kashua will be resident with his family
at the University of Illinois during the
academic year 2014/15. He will be teaching courses on the Urbana-Champaign
campus, including classes on comedy
and TV writing, and will be speaking
publicly about his fiction, journalism and,
I hope, screening his soon-to-be released
feature film.
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JACQUELINE VAYNTRUB DISCUSSES HER RESEARCH ON
THE BIBLICAL BOOK OF PROVERBS
say, between a love letter from a grocery

to son, sage advice in poetic couplets,

course – the first day of the first term

shopping list.

riddles, and other related materials. This

judgment? The answer is to rigorously

book of Proverbs. The English–language

it through the lens of ancient writers and

paean to a “Woman of Valor,” received

examine every assumption we make when

title of the book is itself a perfect exam-

readers, we may see that the poem has

of an introductory course in an obscure,

avoid imposing our own ideas or passing

of Valor is the final poem in the biblical

I once had a professor who began his

performed context. If, however, we read

long–dead language – by handing each

The texts my research focuses on – biblical

proudly by beaming wives in its contem-

reading. Why assume, for example, that

ple of the imposition of our own contem-

serves an altogether different function.

of us a photocopied hand–drawing of an

literature – were written a long, long

porary performed context, opens with the

a poem praising a successful wife could

porary ideas onto the ancient text. The

Through my research, I have come to

inscription. The professor took his seat at

time ago and in a place far, far away. As

following line:

not possibly begin with an exclamation

title Proverbs is not original to the text,

understand that the kinds of texts we have

the head of the seminar table, and said,

a result, I am even less familiar with the

that she was a real splurge? And what

since biblical books did not come with

identified as proverbs in biblical literature

ever–so–casually, “Who would like to

writing conventions of the culture that

A woman of valor, who can obtain?

makes us think that the term Woman of

titles. The title Proverbs is a translation of

serve an important rhetorical function

start?” The course assumed no previous

produced these texts than I am with

Her purchase–price is more than that of

Valor refers to real women in any case?

the shortened version of the opening line

when performed. The performance of

precious gems. (Prov 31:10)

After all, all the ‘women’ elsewhere in

of the book, which is usually translated

these texts signals authority, education,

Proverbs are not human women, but

The Proverbs of Solomon. This opening

and the aim to persuade the listener.

training in reading this language. It was

those written in my own language by con-

our first day, we had no knowledge of the

temporary authors. The foreignness of

writing conventions of these authors, who

these texts seems like an obvious quality

had been dead for thousands of years.

Book of Proverbs Scroll

Those who know the poem may be

personified abstract qualities, like wisdom

line serves as a heading for the first nine

Viewed from this light, perhaps the Woman

surprised. Surely her purchase–price is

or folly. Moreover, the only other female char-

chapters of the book, and perhaps was

of Valor served not as a paean to the perfect

not the translation! In fact, traditionally,

acter to be described as a Woman of Valor in

also intended to describe the contents

woman, but as persuasive advice on what

seemingly meaningless scribbles?! Of

the term which I have translated here as

all of biblical literature is the impossibly ideal-

of the entire anthology. But the term we

to look for when choosing a wife.

course not. Not one of us actually deci-

purchase–price is reflected in translations

ized female protagonist of the book of Ruth.

phered a single scribble that first day on

as worth. These traditional translations

Were we really expected to read these

have translated into English as proverb
likely doesn’t actually mean proverb, that

What then, is a biblical proverb, and how

our own. The professor held our trembling

have appealed to our values in obscuring

On the other hand, we cannot be so

is, a pithy observation of human behavior.

does one read this material differently

hands – metaphorically speaking – and

the original sense of the phrase. In the

‘critical’ in our reading that we prevent

Why not? Because this term describes,

than the literature of our own time and

led us as we stumbled, terrified, through

world from which these texts emerged,

ourselves from finding any meaning in

in this very collection, material that falls

place? My approach continues to be

the text.

marriage was a financial transaction

these texts. After all, we are products of

outside of such a definition. The term

informed by my experience of ignorance

between the groom and father (or brother)

our own culture and language. My edu-

seems to describe instructions from

when facing the text. The less we assume

So what was the point of the exercise?

of the bride. The bride–price would have

cational experience, the literature I have

father to son where the father narrates

we know, the less arrogance and judgment

been paid by the groom’s family as a way

been exposed to, the language I speak,

hypothetical life situations and their

we bring to the literature of another

the inscription in front of us and asking

Most of us interpreted the act of placing
of this literature, but in fact, it turns out

to compensate the bride’s family for the

even the television shows and movies I

challenges, extended poems describ-

culture, the easier it is to open ourselves

us to begin reading as a kind of innocuous

this is not the case. The tradition of biblical

loss of the productivity of the woman in

watch and music I listen to, all inform my

ing personified “wisdom,” and, perhaps

to actually learn from the text.

hazing ritual for our first week of graduate

translation and its legacy as scripture

her household. I.e., there would be one

encounter with these ancient texts.

even our acrostic poem, Woman of Valor.

school. A redundant demonstration of the

have significantly obscured the worldview

less woman to grind the flour and weave

I have nothing except my own language

Sure, there are long sections of the

instructor’s superior reading skills and

and literary conventions lurking behind

the cloth, and this deprivation needed to

and culture with which I can compare my

book whose contents fit our definition of

our utter ignorance. But as time wore on

the text.

in my development as a scholar, I began

be accounted for. Surely the price goes

object of study. While purchase–price

proverb, but the term in Hebrew seems

up as the quality of productivity rises as

is a more faithful translation than worth,

to be wider than that. My current project

to reconsider this brief experience with

Take for example the final poem of the

well; the Woman of Valor, as the poem

other important aspects are lost from the

seeks to understand the conventions

illiteracy. What are the tools we must

biblical book of Proverbs, a well known

goes on to describe, is a valuable asset

original in its translation. For example, in

of the ancient Hebrew literary category

have to be competent readers of any

alphabetic acrostic praising the “Woman

for any household!

the Hebrew the couplet rhymes: the first

which we have long defined as proverb,

text? For the aspiring reader of ancient

of Valor.” The poem has a life in con-

line ends with who can obtain (yimtza)

so that we may read these texts without
imposing our own ideas.

literature, the answer is that reading

temporary Jewish liturgy outside of its

Leaving aside the obvious anachronism

and the second line ends with purchase–

requires conventions. Every aspect of

scriptural context: it is traditionally sung

in praising modern women by these

price (michra). But if I leave words

the text is a matter of convention: from

as a song of praise for the woman of the

terms, we must also come to terms with

untranslated to allow for these features

Jacqueline Vayntrub was a visiting professor in
Why is such a project important? Returning

the Department of Religion at the University of Illinois in 2012/13 and 2013/14. She is a PhD candi-

the phonological values implied by the

house at the Friday night Sabbath meal.

our ignorance in encountering these texts.

of the original, I end up with an incompre-

to the example of the acrostic poem,

written characters, the direction of reading,

But this is not its textual context. It is the

How can the modern reader understand

hensible text.

Woman of Valor, I mentioned earlier that

the significance of words in a certain

concluding poem of the book of Proverbs,

ancient literature without first recovering

order, the meaning of certain idioms, and

which is an anthology of various smaller

the ancient literary and social conventions

I can now describe the specifics of my

poem praising real, human women. This

completing a dissertation on the biblical book of

the signals that allow us to distinguish,

collections of instructions from father

that informed its composition? How do we

current project. As I mentioned, Woman

is a function of the poem’s contemporary

Proverbs and the nature of biblical poetry.

this poem is largely understood as a

date at the University of Chicago in the Department
of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
specializing in Northwest Semitic Philology. She is
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MEET OUR STUDENTS – LILIANA CARRIZO
PH.D. CANDIDATE IN ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
are woven into expressive melodies in

their new environments. The immigrant

Arab melodic modes, composing songs

absorption process led many Iraqi Jews

that simultaneously celebrate and nar-

to publicly abandon their Arabic dialect

rate major life events while also recount-

and musical preferences, including their

ing taboo subjects and veiled social

deep love of Iraqi and Egyptian popular

criticism. An extension of pre-1950s

song. The musical improvisations of Iraqi

musical practices, these improvisa-

women underwent a similar silencing.

tions allow women to comment on their

These songs, however, are themselves

experiences as immigrants in Israel. Due

a site of memory, a kind of embodied

to the resocialization of Iraqi Jews into

practice that is not so conveniently erased

Israeli society, subsequent generations of

or eliminated. They remain an important

women no longer improvise these songs.

way for Iraqi Jews to remember Iraq.

Habiba, an elderly Iraqi-Jewish woman,

This project has always been intensely

Nonetheless, these musical improvisa-

sits on her balcony in Pardes Katz, an

personal for me. I come from a family

tions are given voice only within the

impoverished neighborhood of Tel Aviv.

of Iraqi Jews who emigrated from Iraq

private realm. To this day, women’s songs

She improvises a song in Judeo-Arabic in

to Israel in the mid-twentieth century. In

remain under the public radar due to a

protest of the bride theft of her sister by

pre-1950s Iraq, Jews were well integrated

certain amount of shame associated with

a Muslim sheikh from Basra – an event

into mainstream society. Not only sub-

their articulation: a holdover from the

that occurred almost seventy years ago.

stantial in number – comprising about a

early years of discriminatory immigrant

Comparing her sibling to a precious drop

third of the population of Baghdad by the

absorption policies in Israel. Yet their

of water, she describes how the young girl

late 1940s – they also held prominent

continued existence represents a kind of

was swept away in a large stream, never

social and political positions. In just three

subversive memory that often stands in

to be returned. Through poetic metaphor,

years, however – from 1948–1951 –

opposition to the memories articulated

she tells of her sister’s conversion to

over 120,000 Jews left Iraq. Known as

in spoken discourse. By virtue of the fact

Islam, a topic considered so shameful

“Operation Ezra and Nehemiah,” it was

that these songs are in Judeo-Arabic,

that it can only be addressed through

the largest population airlift to date and

replicating improvised Arabic song once

song. Her haunting melody evokes sonic

marked the end of a 2,700-year-old Jew-

prevalent in Iraq, and associated with

remembrances of Iraq, while her lyrics

ish civilization in the area. My mother and

nostalgic memories of Babylon, they may

portray the heartbreak she feels for the

her family were among those who left. For

be considered a form of subversive memory:

sister she left behind.

as long as I can remember, my relatives

an expression of forbidden nostalgia.

have shared with me the stories of their
This song, performed in contemporary

exodus. They have spoken to me in their

As these women’s songs are private and

Israel, is one of many improvised songs I

unique dialect of Arabic, recounting their

often very personal, I have at times found

have encountered among surviving Iraqi-

experiences of Jewish life in Iraq and the

them difficult to access. I strive for a

Jewish women – part of a larger tradition

rich details of their distinctive traditions,

sensitive ethnographic approach rooted

many Jewish women have maintained

food, and music.

in established social rapport and trust.
A large portion of my time is devoted to

since leaving Iraq over sixty years ago. I
have been living and conducting fieldwork

Yet as is often the case in the realm

engaging with the everyday life of Iraqi-

in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv since March,

of memory, their remembrances are

Jewish women, for it is in these intimate,

where my days consist of visiting elderly

contested. Upon their arrival in Israel in

domestic spheres that impromptu impro-

Iraqi women who sing such songs. Their

the 1950s, Iraqi Jews underwent a sys-

visations often take place. Nonetheless,

lyrics, in the Iraqi dialect of Judeo-Arabic,

tematic program of resocialization within

these songs live a kind of underground

existence, and they are not openly

My preliminary research suggests these

in memory. I know that I might never walk

shared. Many times I have encountered

songs represent a kind of creative

the streets of Baghdad and Basra, where

elderly women who recall these songs,

response to cultural upheaval, providing

generations of my ancestors lived and

only to have their children and grandchil-

a realm for negotiating torn identities and

died. I will never see the house where

dren shush them when they start to sing.

trauma outside of the public realm. Their

my mother was born and raised. But I

Other times, women admit to knowing

lyrics and melody index personal experi-

can, perhaps, know and understand Iraqi

these songs but shy away from sharing

ences, memories, and social critique,

Jewry in my own way, through researching

them out of a sense of shame over their

and allow women a means to voice their

the vestiges of this vibrant legacy as it

cultural background in an Arab environ-

complex nostalgia. Though the world of

echoes in song.

ment. It has taken a great amount of time

Jewish Iraq no longer exists in a tangible

and effort to build relationships and trust

sense, it continues to thrive in musical

between myself and the Iraqi singers I

expression and impact Israel’s present-day

have encountered. I am only now, after

society. On a personal level, researching

four months of research, beginning to

these songs allows me to access a

scratch the surface of their secret world.

cultural legacy extinct in practice but vivid
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RACHEL S. HARRIS ON HER NEW BOOK
AN IDEOLOGICAL DEATH: SUICIDE IN ISRAELI LITERATURE
An Ideological Death: Suicide in Israeli

hegemonic discourse was the result of a

supposedly unhealthy life of the Diaspora

Literature explores the depiction of suicide

consciously imagined community sharing

in exchange for physical vigor, social

within the Israeli literary canon. In literature

ideas about a unifying past, beliefs about

equality, bravery, courage, independence,

suicide represents, in metaphorical

territorial claims, and commitment to the

and liberty. The paradigmatic sabra

terms, the rupture at the heart of Israeli

revitalization of the Hebrew language.

generation born to the land or arriving as

society between its ideological narratives

Within Zionism there was a powerful

children in the 1920s were raised within

of creation, which in every sense may

cultural force with a deep desire to create an

the – by then – established expectations

be considered to construct in Benedict

authentic local culture. A tension existed

and institutions of Jewish life in Mandate

Anderson’s sense an imagined com-

in this very notion that rejected many of

Palestine. They represented the iconic

munity, and the reality of life within the

the tenets of European Diasporic Jewish

understanding of the New Jew. By day the

Israeli state.

life (Yiddish, folk culture, traditional

sabra would work the field, redeeming the

family structures) while attempting to re-

land from its barren state – while in turn

During the nineteenth century, key Euro-

create the values and institutions of the

being redeemed by it for the investment

pean Jewish thinkers, writers, and political

European world that had birthed precisely

of his (and her) labor. By night the sabra

figures developed Jewish nationalism,

these manifestations of Jewish national

would be armed in order to defend the

building on Diasporic Jewish identity and

identity. Simultaneously, the encounter

landscape from attack, keeping his brethren

Central European conceptions of state-

with the Levantine world with its Arab

safe and protecting the borders of Israel.

hood. This modern political movement

architecture, heat, and exotic foods forced

Once independence was declared in 1948,

known as Zionism called for a physical

the hybridization of European values and

and the nation found itself at war with

piece of land that would allow the Jewish

aesthetic tastes with the local environment

the surrounding countries, the rhetoric

nation to become a self-governing state.

to create a new set of expectations

was already deeply rooted. The various

By its establishment in 1948 as the

appropriate to the circumstances.

forms of militia and defense groups that

State of Israel, a clearly recognizable set

had existed in Mandate Palestine during

of Zionist national narratives existed that

At the heart of this enterprise to create

the decades leading up to the war were

were consciously constructed, rein-

a national collective was the expectation

unified under the IDF (the Israeli Defense

forced, and maintained through national

that the Jew himself would be remade.

Forces) and centralized the already

institutions, public rhetoric, and the

The New Jew would reject the yoke of

prominent role of military service (and

fabric of daily life. The construction of the

European oppression and the insular and

success) in the national narratives.
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Connecting the land to both a biblical

While female pioneers, particularly in the

1952, “equated men who evade military

Such a clearly developed and paradig-

a landmark election, as a result of which

gun to emerge, including that of other

right of possession and the culture of

early years, were expected to perform

service with women who do not bear at

matic cultural, social, and symbolic

the Likkud Party came to power. Then in

pioneers, Jews who migrated from Arab

physical labor meant that the landscape

the same redemptive tasks as men, this

least four healthy children.”2 Thus, just

capital existed within the early years of

1978, Israel entered Lebanon. Though its

lands, Jews who were settled in Palestine

served prominently in the discourse

notion evolved, and by the 1950s it had

as males had expectations within Israeli

the State of Israel, with roots in the late

earliest incursions into this neighbouring

as part of the old Yishuv before the

of the movement to create a national

become clear that though women served

society that increasingly informed and

nineteenth-century pioneering ideals, that

state served to defend Israel’s northern

pioneers arrived, and in the most recent

homeland in Palestine (Zionism). In addi-

in the military and in agricultural develop-

shaped hegemonic narratives, females

despite differing political factions and

settlements from PLO artillery fire and

years, an increasing acceptance of

tion to protecting the borders and those

ment, they were increasingly expected

also had national narratives with which

voices internally, the dominance of this

terrorist activities, by 1982 the PLO had

the Palestinian counter-narrative. This

who dwelled within them, working the

to fill the more traditionally domestic

they were expected to comply.

discourse was incontestable. Hence, from

returned. Israel’s aggressive attempts to

change in the Israeli psyche, which

its very beginning, modern Hebrew litera-

clear Southern Lebanon of Palestinian

allowed the once heroic and resilient sabra

land was constructed as an act
of redemption, and agricultural

At every level, culture was deeply

ture possessed a high order of cultural

paramilitary forces undermined Israel’s

to admit the presence of difference, has

activities were preeminent in

embedded in all of these political

capital capable of motivating individuals.

longstanding diplomatic posture that

led to previously unimaginable narratives

the political discourse. Despite

and social developments. The

The burden literature had borne in creat-

its military served to defend the nation.

and new constructions of Israeli identity.

internal political divisions about

interconnections of Israeli

ing political enlightenment also imbued

Instead, by actively interfering in internal

This book explores the ways in which

ways in which this might manifest

literature and Zionist ideology

authors with the power to critique the

Lebanese politics, and being seen as

Israeli literature sets out to subvert, criti-

– the differences between the

and their mutual impact on the

manner in which Zionist ideology was

complicit in the massacres at Sabra

cize, and even denounce the ideological

socialist labor movements in the

formation of Israeli identity lie at

realized. Since the 1970s, the authority

and Shatila, the country and its army

conventions involved in building Israel

creation of kibbutzim, the more

the heart of this book. Literature

of the foundational Zionist narratives has

suddenly faced significant public censure

while creating a new vision of a modern

individualist moshavim, the rela-

created Zionism as a fictional and

begun to teeter. Just as the establish-

within Israel and abroad. For the first time

Israeli society, with its plurality, difference

tively independent pioneer farm-

fantastical dream, establishing

ment of these narratives can be traced

the IDF saw a significant decline in its public

and multi-layered history.

ers and their cooperatives, and

values, beliefs, and ideals, even

in literature, we now find significant

standing. The cultural hegemony of Labor-

the urban pioneers building new

before reality had manifested –

representations of a nation at odds with the

Socialist and military elites was shattered.

cities, the narrative remained

thus writing was an ideological

dominant discourse in mainstream fiction

fundamentally the same: the land

project about the creation of the

and poetry. In Israel, the construction

Using the influence that Israeli writers

was fallow, the New Jew would

nation state. Simultaneously,

of a hegemonic master narrative, came

traditionally possessed, fiction from

make it fruitful, and both he and

its producers were physically

about through the filtering of the past and

the 1970s onwards criticized the state

the country would flourish.

engaged in the transformation of

the creation of national memory, which

in powerful and public ways, undertak-

the landscape and the national

involved the selection of experiences

ing an unsympathetic examination of

Tel Aviv the greatest of all urban

ideology. Poets worked on kib-

that could be formulated in the service of

institutions that had been previously

development narratives epito-

butzim (Rahel Bluwstein, Hannah

the national present, and the erasure of

sacrosanct. The image of suicide became

mized this ideology. Built both

Senesh); novelists fought against

competing and alternative voices, at times

a way to suggest that many of the mythic

literally and figuratively as a city

the Arab population in local

in conflict with the dominant ideology and

symbols, stories, and institutions that the

reclaimed from the very sands

uprisings (Yosef Haim Brenner,

those agents who represented it.

public took for granted and accepted as

on which it stood, Tel Aviv was

Ze’ev [Vladimir] Jabotinsky); and

the only model of reality had excluded all

established in 1909 as a suburb of Jaffa,

aspects of those roles. On kibbutzim

journalists established national commit-

The Yom Kippur War (1973) caught the

the other competing narratives that had

flourishing over the succeeding twenty

women could be found in the laundry,

tees to bring about the establishment of

citizens somewhat unprepared. Massive

existed simultaneously, but had been

years to become the dominant economic,

the children’s houses, or the kitchens,

Israel in Palestine (Theodore Herzl, Max

casualties and scenes of captured Israeli

suppressed during the state-building

cultural, and social center of the Yishuv

while in the army they were placed in

Nordau). In turn, the populace, recog-

soldiers being led across television sets

years. By shattering the inviolability of the

Comparative and World Literature at the University

(the Jewish settlement in Palestine).

auxiliary roles as secretaries, nurses, and

nizing the importance of literature in

that were only newly prevalent in Israel

nation’s sacred cows, writers opened up

of Illinois and a member of the Executive Commit-

By the time the state was established,

assistants. Over time, their greatest

creating the hegemonic Zionist narrative,

presented the shocking possibility that

the possibility for new, alternative narratives

Tel Aviv and not Jerusalem, the historic

contribution to the social experiment was

named settlements, schools, and cafés

Israel was not invincible, and the imag-

to be heard.

and notional capital, was the most

seen as the birthing of the nation. As Ben

after authors, book titles, and fictional

ined community might lose its physical

important civil and social representation

Gurion declared, the nation needs “fertile

landscapes, which had espoused in the

manifestation. Four years later, the Labor

With these changes, alternative narratives

Narratives of Dissent: War in Contemporary Israeli

of the transformation of a modern

women’s bodies to bear and raise the next

imagination the world that was created

Party that had dominated the political

– often in conflict with the traditional

Arts and Culture (2012).

Jewish society.

generation of citizens.”1 This ideology,

as a reality.

landscape for the thirty years since the

European, Ashkenazi, male, militarized,

beginning of the state was overthrown in

kibbutz, Labor-Socialist position – be-

articulated by Israel’s first prime minister, in

Rachel S. Harris is Assistant Professor of Hebrew Literature and Israeli Culture in the Program in

tee of the Program in Jewish Culture & Society. An
Ideological Death: Suicide in Israeli Literature was
published by Northwestern University Press in August of 2014. In addition, Harris is the co-editor of
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University of Illinois. A selection of these courses is taught every academic year.

Dale Bauer* (English): American Women’s Literature
Liza Berdychevsky (Recreation, Sport & Tourism): Gender & Tourism; Jewish Tourism
Edward Bruner (Anthropology): Anthropology of Tourism; Jewish Travel
Matti Bunzl* (Anthropology): Jews in the Modern World; Central Europe
Kenneth Cuno (History): History of the Middle East; Egypt
Virginia Dominguez* (Anthropology): Anthropology of Peoplehood; Israel

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 161 The Holocaust and Its Meanings
ANTH 190 American Jewish Culture

Peter Fritzsche (History): Twentieth-Century German History; Third Reich
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HIST 135 History of the Islamic Middle East
HIST 252 The Holocaust
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HIST 337 The Middle East in
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HIST 355 Soviet Jewish History
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HIST 433 The History of the Jews
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GER 260 The Holocaust in Context
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RLST 221 American Judaism
RLST 235 History of Religion in America
RLST 242 The Holocaust:
Religious Responses

RLST 283 Jewish Sacred Literature
RLST 415 Introductory Readings
of the Talmud

RLST 416 Readings in Rabbinic Midrash
RLST 442 History of Early Judaism
RLST 443 Ancient Near Eastern Cultures
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RLST 496 Topics in the History of Judaism
RLST 498 Topics in Biblical Studies

RUSS 261 Introduction to Russian-Jewish Culture
RUSS 465 Russian-Jewish Culture
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the Twentieth Century
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RLST 110 World Religions
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the Middle East

RELIGION
RLST 101 The Bible as Literature
RLST 106 Archaeology and the Bible
RLST 108 Religion and Society in the West I
RLST 109 Religion and Society in the West II

YDSH 101 Elementary Yiddish, I
YDSH 102 Elementary Yiddish, II
YDSH 103 Intermediate Yiddish, I
YDSH 104 Intermediate Yiddish, II
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